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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

* 1. INTRODUCTION

SAI has continued to achieve notable gains in under-

standing the interactive dynamics of radiative emission,

* absorption, and exchange, and plasma hydrodynamic motion.

During the performance period of the contract addressed

by this report (27 August 1980 to 31 December 1981) the

r-dependent collapsing z-pinch code 1qHYRAD was vastly

improved in numerical efficiency and flexibility and bench-

marked to establish its accuracy. The code was applied to

IP various experimental conditions and elements in a p-redictive

and analytical effort which yielded much insight into the

general physics as well as specifically valuable design

* guidelines. Important advances were made in the modeling

of the radiation itself (apart from the hydrodynamics),

such as extension of escape probability techniques to

* cylindrical and spherical geometry. Our efforts in detailed

radiation modeling are covered in Section 2 and Appendices A

through C; the z-pinch radiation-hydrodynamics calculations

are described in Section 3 with a discussion of the WHYRAD

code subroutines included in Appendix D.
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2. DETAILED RADIATION MODELING

As te have demonstrated in a previous NRL contract

and in publications, the application of escape probability

concepts to line transport can be very fruitful in reducing

computational labor while maintaining an adequate degree of

accuracy. Until this year such applications have been

limited to plane parallel geometry due to the difficulties

of solid-angle integrations in spherical and cylindrical

geometry. However, we have discovered a method to bypass

the integrations by use of a single angle for inner-to-

outer cell couplings and a reciprocity relationship for

coupling constants for outer-to-inner cell couplings.

This allows the extension of probabilistic techniques to

cylindrical and spherical geometry. The mathematics is

detailed in Appendix A, "Direct Solution of the Equation

of Transfer Using Frequency- and Angle-Averaged Photon-

Escape Probabilities for Spherical and Cylindrical

Geometries."

Our extensive spherical plasma spectrum simulation

capability utilized for NRL is aimed at employment in

pellet experiments where the actual emitted spectrum is

measured. Before such an approach is employed with

confidence, the usefulness of the simulated spectra must

be benchmarked. Last year's report (2) presented a success-

ful one-on-one comparison of a calculated neon spectrum

with a published spectrum obtained from a pellet implosion



experiment at the University" of Rochester. Ihis demonst ratcd

that an exact replication of an experimental spectrum frcm

an optically thick plasma was feasible and could lead to

0 accurate temperature and density diagnostics.

Since then a great many more pellet spectrum calcula-

tions have been performed for predictive and analytical

purposes. The goal of this latterset of calculations is

to understand how the spectrum changes with pellet tempera-

ture and density. The calculations are detailed in

* Appendix B, "Collisional-radiative-equilibrium spectroscopic

diagnosis of a compressed, optically thick neon plasma."

In addition to elaborating in detail the expected spectral

changes with degrec of heating or compression, an ap.proximate

analytic model of the approach to LTE of a multistate,

multistage plasma is developed in this appendix.

Prediction and analysis of plasma mixture experiments

and the effects of overlapping absorption and emission have

been of continuing interest to SAI and NRL. We have

recently considered photopumping in opacity resonances for

Silicon/Aluminum and Sodium/Neon mixtures. Our detailed

results are given in Appendix C, "Plasma Conditions Required

for Attainment of Maximum Gain in Resonantly Photo-Pumped

Al Xi and NeIX."

Until this past year, our analyses of wire plasma

spectra have concentrated on inferring average

I
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temperatures and dens it ies for these p1 asmas. o this end,

spectra from assumed isothermal, isodense plasmas have

been computed and compared ith the measurements in an

iterative process until agreement was obtained. This was

satisfactory as an initial procedure in obtaining approxi-

mate characteristic plasma temperatures and densities.

Moreover, an understanding of more realistic situations

where gradients are present may only be obtained if the

simpler homogeneous plasmas and the evolution of their

spectra are fully comprehended. This year we have extended

our previous first order analyses of homogeneous plasmas

to investigate the effects of gradients.

Some of the ambiguities 3- which may result from

using line ratios only for spectroscopic diagnostics may

he at least partially resolved by use of high-dispersion,

high resolution spectroscopv in analyzins line profiles

along with their measured intensity. Temperature gradients,

in particular, are susceptible to diagnosis using line

profiles, since the degree of self-reversal in an optically

thick line depends on the radial temperature profiles.4

A full physical explanation for this effect appears in

Reference 4. As detailed in our final report for last

yea r , plasma implosion and its accompanying frequency

Doppler shifts may transform a symmetric line profile self-

reversal into an asymmetric one, with the blue wing

dominant. In principle, therefore, both implosion velocit\

4



* and temperature pro: iles may be inferred by analy*-inc_ an

optically thick profile. We present the follow in, analyscs

ot exploded-wire spectra as successful appl ications :- the

usefulness of these effects.

A first-order analysis o! the spectrum of PI shot S29

has been presented elsewhere. in the present analysis

we utilize the approximate information obtained previously

to infer additional plasma properties from tile Si XIII

s- - is 'p P resonance line profile. As pointed out in

reference 5, this line seemed to exhibit opacity broadening,

with a peculiar H"shoulder" present on the red wing of the

1 ine. A high dispersion spectrum of the appropriate wave-

length region appears in fig. 1. If the average conditions

diagnosed in ref. S = b50 eV, no x 10 0 are applied

inmodeling the resonance line profile with an implosion

velocity of 4 x lb cm sec - t the outer plasma surface,

one obtains from a multifrequency calculation the resonance

line profile plotted in fig. 2. This profile ias computed

assuMing an isodense, isothermal plasma and a pinhole-

measured radius of 250 pm (P. Burkhalter, private communica-

tion;. Note the strikin, resemblance to the measured

spectrum of fi,,. 1. However, once the resonance line pro-

file is convolved with the estimated 3 m., of experimental

broadening Ifig. 3) the shoulder feature washes out and

the resemblance disappears. The isodense, isothermal

model therefore does not work when the finite resolution

of the spectrograph is properly accounted for.

S



result s o. a vast lY improved profile sill:ulatic, n

for t is s hOt ar'IL p rcsnteod in fi.. 4 and 5. !i.ure I

presents the computed line pro file ,wi thot experrirenta!

brcadenin, adcd in .or a plasma identical to that of

"i, "s and 3 exccI)t that the temTera ture prc fi iC dCec rases

sharplY as radiu's increases. lhe inner 0', of the plasma

is assumed to have a temperature of 11-o eV; from 20'. to

100c, of the total radius le is presumed to ramp linearly

down ward .rom 5Or, to 1 0 eV. This cold plasma exterior

serves tc improve the profile agreement by producing a

deep self-reversal see "igV. 4 . Even after convolution

with a ; m. instrumental .aussian, the profile is in

excellent agreement fi). with experiment. This.

inference of a temperature gradient is fullv in accord

with our new analysis of another shot which we now discuss.

Based on an investigation of the effects o' gradients

on the emitted spectra of plasmas by some of the NRL staff

we have broadened and expanded our analysis of Maxwell

laboratories shot 159. This analysis further supports the

inference of temperature gradients of the type described

above in PI shot 329.

Shot 159 resulted from the implosion of Al wires and

the measured time-integrated spectrum exhibits an asymmetric

self-reversed profile for the A\ XI s--is 2p P resonance

line (fig. 6). Symmetric self-reversed profiles are a

0 a'



*well-understoodl, classical e!':ect of laroe l ine onracltv.

Fo producco asvmmL~trv with a, suppressed red win,, , however,

tho D~oppler shift of plasma implosion combined. with large

line opacity is reqiuired, as detailed in last year's repor:.

Ie rrex ious~v olitnined an excel lent f it to this prof ile

aSSUMing a homogene01ous pllasma of radius -$ 0 ,:empe rature

o :.- 500 eV, ion density S x 10 is :II and impnlosmion velocitv

4x 10 cm sec However , this fi t reuiredl anl experimental

spectral resoIlution 0 : 1.0~ in - in order that the profile

not wash into a oauss ian duo to experimental broadening.

This resolution is a factor of >'3. better than the estimates

(wh ich are themselves somewhat unce rt aini TIhe washout to

a oaussian cOLI be prevented if the intrinsic profile (the

onle which WOUld be' inca su rd with inof init e rescol1ut ioni were,

wider tith a deeper Core self-reversal. Such a profile

can1 he0 pr-oduceId by an i nhOMOge'neOuLs plasma with a hot Core

and colder ou~tO orregion. We have found that by e mplovino

such a g~radient in ou~r simulation that the meaIsured profile

can be reconciled with larger experi mental1 broaden i ng and

thuIs he completely consistent with all available information.

A slightlY smaller velocity of 2 x 100 cm sec- is also

required. Ihis velocity is interpreted as the mean. velocity

of implosion dur-ing the K-shell emission pulse. We have

also simuLlatedI the time-integration of the spectrum by

suImming the line profiles produced by a range of implosion



velocities Iro t o x 1I0L cII s, c a S umin. the -locitY

changes lincaly \ ,ith time. The r'esult is that the esuL1 tant

"inteorated" theoretical profile is virtual lV identical to

tiat produced h Vnpsho t mi ssion from1 a plasma implodinc

at 2 x 10 cm sec Therefore, thXe velocity reflected hr thy

shape of the emitted line profile is consistent with the phvsical

mean xcloc i ty of implosion. This is to be expected, as a

zero veloci ty plasma will produce a svmmetric profile and

one of say 4 x 10 c:. sec will produce a profile more

0 - Is keied than at ' x 10 cm sec The sum of the emitted

p,'ofiles \,ill thus be characterist ic of an intermediate

velocity which is also consistent with a physical mean.

(I course, to produce this profile there is no esca.ping

the conclus ion that the bulk of the K-shell emission must

occur durjn,,l implosion rather than expansion after the

peak compression.

The precise conditions we have inferred from line

rat ios as well as the resonance line profile are as follows:

the inner 2t,2. (radiallv) is at 900 CV; the outer 80, is

a t 400 eV Just outside the 900 eV core and ramps linearly

to 130 eV at the outer boundary of the emitting plasma.

As is shown in the :-pinch solut ions given in .;c. 3 the

region of appreciable radiative yield is strongly depend-

Cnt on the plasma densitly. In low emis.-ion regions with

the high ionization level ohtained, co rona temperature

i " '8



can rise to iL1 keV or mo-eh, but direct confirmation is

lackino. ihe total ion density, remains unchanged from our,
18 -3

pre\ ious analysis at 8 x iI cm The plasa diameter

of 1 mm is roug.,hly consistent with the soimjewhat irregular

configuration revealed bv the pinhole picture. The pro-i Ic

produced by such a plasma is presented in figs. - through 9,

for assumed instrumental linewidths of 0, 2, and 3 m,

respectively. Note that the experimental smearing of the

intrinsic profile of fig. - gradually makes the self-

reversal shalloer, to the point iwher e f 's profilc

nicely matches experiment. Ihe assumed resolution of 3 m,.

is in excel lent agreement With est imates based on the experi -

mental confiuration. 1jo ure.. I( presents the profi.le of

the resonance line which would be produced by an identical

static plasma (no implosion). This line profile hears no

resemblance to the experimental one- -which fact , combined

with the good resemblance of fig. 9--is clear evidence for

implosion e-ffects on the I ine emission in the laboratory

Ir e. e he character of the inferred temperature gradient

closely resembles that of the silicon shot 329. Taken

togCther, these two analyzCd spectra demonstrate the power

of spcctroscopic analvsis in inferring most, if not all,

of the plasma properties of interest.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I High dispersion spectrum of the SI XII1 1s--ls 2p'P

and intercombination lines obtained from PI shot 329.

Fig. 2 Theoretical resonance and intercombination line

profile obtained from a 250 Wm Si plasma of

implosion velocity 4 x 106 cm sec -1  Assumed

20 5temperature is 650 e%; electron density, 2 x 10 cm

Fig. 3 Same as Fi,. 2, except that the spectrum has been

convolved with a 3 m gaussian to simulate finite

experimental resolution.

Fig. 4 Silicon plasma spectrum calculated to arise from

the same plasma modeled in Fig. 2, except that a

temperature decrement (described in the text has

been applied.

Fi. 5 Same as Fig,. 4, except that the spectrum has been

convolved with a 3 m , gaussian to simulate finite

experimental resolution.

Fig. t) High dispersion spectrum of the Al XII principal

resonance and intercombination lines obtained

from Maxwell Laboratories' shot 159.

Fig. 7 Computed spectrum which would be emitted by a 1 mm

is -3diameter Al plasma of ion density 8 x 10 cm

T1he temperature profile is as described in the

11



text. The implosion velocity is assumed to be

2 x 1 0 b cm sec . No experimental gaussian

convolution was performed.

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7, except 2 m . experimental

broadening is assumed.

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. , except 3 m A experimental

broadening is assumed.

Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9, except a zero implosion velocity

for the plasma is assumed.

12
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RADIATION IYIDROIYNA l I CS- COYP.!AR I VL TK.\NS LN'l
CALCUL.\TION' OF IMPLODIVN2 LOADS

Section 1

I NTRODUCTI ON

It is general!y accepted that :ylindrical geometry

is the most realistic simple geometry for modeling co2-

lapsing :-pinches. Substantial effort has been expended

on the establishment of a I-D radial collapsing z-inch

hydrodynamics code WIYRAD, which can model experiments

initialized by wires, gas puffs or annular ois, employing

a variety of ionization physics and radiation subroutines.

This code is a significant improvement of an earlier model,

WHYRAC. (1) A variety cef initial radial distributions of

particle number density and temperature, temporal variation

of machine discharge voltage, and anomalous resistivity

functions may be employed. Operational flexibility due to

general re-start and improvement of computational vectoriza-

tion was also incorporated. This report summarizes the

analytical and numerical assumptions contained in the code

development, illustrates subset benchmarks made to prove

modeling adequacy, and applies the model to various aluminum

and argon experimental conditions. Radiation yields and

power are given in normalized magnitudes so as to maintain an

unclassified status; direct yield values are given in a

companion DNA final report which does not include some of

23
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the benchmark and test case development. Appendix D is

also included-in this unc2assified version which documents

the code structure by describing the function of the various

subroutines.

24



Section I!

PLASM]A DY)NANIC MODEL

Analysis of the dynamics of a radiation coupled

imploding :-pinch plasma depends on sclutions of the time-

dependent equations of mass, momentum, electron tempera-

ture and/'or total internal energy, magnetic flux and the

equations of state, as well as the specification of appropri-

ate transport processes. The solution of the equations

are linked, at every step and radial cell, to a radiative

flux model in which both line and continuum emission and

opacity are controlled by a probability of photon escape

representation of cylindrical radiation transport solutions.

Solution of these equations is also dependent on the coupling

with the driving discharge circuit which in turn is altered

by the changing plasma induction. The energy density of

the plasma involves an adiabatic exponent containing the

potential ioni:ation energy; charge neutrality is also assumed.

The WHYRAD System solves the following fluid

conservation equations:

Mass: +_ (rv) 0 (1)at r ar0

25
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Moment um :

,'.v, - - ( , - = ___ _i 2
CL r ~ r ,c

Total Inzernal Energv:

t r r(E-P)v rqe - R AD

Electron Temperature:

ne e ne T e 1r'e (

(4
(irqe) /

=p .i.

or e RAD

!on Temperature for Total Internal Energy Balance
(optional):

S2 ne kT

kT 1 - - e

The dependent variables in the above conservation equa-

tions are p, plasma mixture density (- ion density); v,

radial plasma velocity; p, plasma pressure; J, axial cur-

rent (:-direction); B, a:imuthal (e-direction) magnetic

field; E, total plasma internal energy; c, axial electric

field: PRAD' total radiative power; nel Pe' Tet electron

number density, pressure, and temperature, respectively.

26
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Qe and qe are non-radiative thermal flux terms, given

below. The adiabatic exponent, -,, which is a function of

electron temperature, number density and ioni:ation number

* see Eq. (37), is assumed uniform ever an individual

spatial cell or time step such that its gradients are

neglected. It is conceivably possible that a stable

iterative solution, including the Te, n e and _I gradients

in the )- expression, within each cell and time step, may

be constructed: however, D. Colombant (private communica-

tion) found in work with the WHYRAC code that numerical

instabilities seemed to be quickly generated with this

modeling. In addition, computational run times would

rapidly increase so that practical considerations forced

the abandonment of this refinement.

The Qe term in Eq. (4) is given by

vh 3m, ne I -T
= - ml ~e {TI _ Te}Qe . 71 e

where Tel is the electron-ion equilibration time. For the

general non-temperature equilibrated situation incorpora-

tion of the second term in Eq. (6) is performed by a

subsequent Te evaluation at the end of each time-step

cycle, i.e., a solution of

STe  3(y-l)m e
;t - m (T -Te) (7)

6e I

t0



'his relationship, Ea. (), represents a common scheme

employed in explicit convective hydrodynamic codes; cer-

-ain flux terms have to be treated in a time-split manner

and solved after the convective solution for Te' so that

one updating of Te within a time step involves the

separate solution of Eq. (7). A solution of Eq. (7) for

Te in terms of the explicitly-obtained Te and the ion

temperature T1 is given in Ref. 1: however, T, values

computed from Eq. (Si seem to be excessively high indicat-

ing that future calculations should employ a full twc-

temperature pair of energy equations including the

equilibration term, Eq. (6). Almost all the solutions

illustrated in this report assume equal electron and ion

temperatures so that

r.e q e electron thermal flux term is (ion thermal fluxes

are neglected) given by:

T e 6BU" - 9qe- Ke T--7

where Ke and 6 are given by(2)

2e



In

ne "e 7e '1"ae'ee . 4 e 9 a0

Ee: T (e'e e (9be n e 4
(ee + ( ee . 0

e ee Te e e e c0

V e is given by Eq. (40a), which is employed equivalently

to -e in Ref. 2. The 6, <, 5" coefficients are func-

tions of :-' the average plasma ion number. Braginskii

gives their magnitudes at five :I values between I and

quadratic fits have been constructed which are within a

few percent accuracy for " > 3. The results are:

= 0.31652 - 0.01441 - 2. 032 x 10

61 = 9.110 - 0.1360 - 2.800 x 10 . 3  2
I I7

S' = 1.282 - 0.0242 , - 3.600 x 10 - 4  2

0 = 
1

0 3.350 - 0.1-833 :i 3.667 x 10- -

= 3.622 - 0.0222 _1 + 3.600 X 10

The axial current velocity (drift sDeed) is

given by'

U= -j/ene (10)

29



Thermailly perfect state expressions for electron pressure

and total pressure and the charge neutral plasma electrcn

density are given by

Pe n e k Te (21a)

P = (n ekTe n kTI (11b)

ne -n _ (li

Also, nT /M (d)

Equations (1) through (4., not including the

r -(rKe Tei r.,/ r thermal diffusion and the temperature

equilibration terms, are solved by the explicit Flux-

Corrected-Transport algorithm ETBFCT. The plasma is

allowed to flow between the individual cells, but the

outer boundary of the grid conforms to the disrlacement

specified by a mean velocity over the high density cells.

over that time step. The details of the outer boundary

displacement tnd other aspects of the rezoning algorithm

are given at the end of this section. The FCT method

solves a general continuity relation of the form

. ~ .(r i - -(r : D, 1
?t r r r r C r ..

where the last three terms on the right hand side would

model a variety of source function representations. The
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aIgorithm is basically an imrrovemEnt of the Lax-Wendrcff

zechnioue whereby strong shocks or high fluid gradients

are preserved and appropriately convected through the

fluid. It adds a diffusion term during convective trans-

port, and subtracts it out over most of the flow field in

the antidiffusive phase (second half) of each time step.

An% residual diffusion is sufficient to prevent dispersive

ripples, and ensure pcsitivity of the fluid density func-

tion The ETBFCT algorithm is not restricted to a strict

fixed crid Eulerian setup or uniform cell widths, so no

basic coding difficult- is present, although too large a

change of the mesh over a time step will destroy the

accuracy of the algorithm. Equations (1) through (4) have

convective densities of :, zv, E, and Te while the source

terms describing pressure gradient, Lorent: force, Joule

heating, radiation transport, and magnetic field dependent

thermal fluxes fit into the above forms.

Incorporation of the Ke Te / r part of the thermal

conductivity is also by a time-split evaluation at the end

of each time-step cycle, i.e., after successive calcula-

tions of Te employing convective FCT and electron-ion

equilibration (when desired), then the thermal diffusion

influenced Te is obtained by fully implicit solution of

e h) (y- 1 1 (6T e)

St ne  r ;r e 'r;r
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using a ,ridiagonal methcd. Here ^Te is the addition tc

the FCT and equilibration results. Comparison of Eqs. L

and (4) show that the related internal energy change is

civen as

hne' - (k Te

with T in eN" and E in erg.'cm. As indicated pre\iously,

e

the adiabatic exponent is assumed uniform over a cell and

time step such that gradients of its functional dependency

on Te, neand - are neglected. This assumption facilitates

the above proportionality between iE and "Te although it

is an approximation.

Before considering the boundary conditions on

these conservation equations it is necessary to specify

the magnetic flux induction equation. The B/ t = -cV x E

Faraday equation is combined with a generalized Ohm's law

relating the electric field to electric current, Lorentz

force, pressure and temperature gradient contributions,

It is assumed that the induced field is represented by

r r r r

512'
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V-.here the last two terms incorpcrate magnetc fux ani

eher-,mal diffusion contribution. The function r is an

assumed resistivity. Solution of this relation is also
by a fully implicit tridiaconal algorithm due to B-field

propagation swiftness with non--ero values of '. The

T distribution used in Ea. 131 is the result from the

previous time step as the B field has to be computed

prior to the h-drodvnamic conservation equations" as no

back and forth iteration solution between B and Te was

attempted it was deemed necessary to incorporate a more

stringent time step criteria employing a restrictive

change to the total internal energy, Eq. (-5d). lterative

close coupling between Te and B, to ensure that they

propagate exactly together is desirable but the computa-

tional time penalty for large cell number hydrodynamics

was not considered warranted for either WHYPAC or WHYRAD.

The boundary conditions on the system of equations

are (R is the outer boundary of the implosion):

cr.R -(~(14a)

r R\o C14b)

I , = 0(14c

Cr>

00
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Establ ishment cf t.he rad-iallv intecrated to.tal- discharcze

current 1(t) yields -the outer bounoary :oncitior. on. th.e

E f ieId , leading to its solut -'on anC' the stpeclficaticn c-

the Lcrent: force and Joule heating 5curze fun.-tions.

Therefore, a -rroPri ate co up11Ing- nrt0 -zr.e exte rn a! dr iv in c

c-;rcu~t .scrucial: denoting the ex-erna. circuit impe -

&ance by inductance by Lg ~ rv n vtageb >t

an'. eff^,ective voltage across the plasma byV (t)we have that

t (L L

VPt;Is obtained by integration cf

or - I cB (16 a)TT - CE t

across a loop along a perfectly conducting outer shell

;at a radius r. >> R(t)) and cathode end plate, throug-h

the plasma at a general radius -r, and across the VP v~cl.tage

drop at one end of the discharge i(see Figure 2, The axial
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integralz e: '-h- ,T:i i f- s c te m n d '-c
2ene~:'a ed d'rr,'s law

e T- -

v x B
~ e.

- C '.

e

.he axial inzecra-7 of Eq. 1-1 is

L
d- L£ Te

__ _ _ _ - nee__ , r V *rk

0

Insertion o: Eq. 1iS' into the axial integration of Eq. (16a

over between o and L gives

K \1r)B rL -Loe - r.r. r I = k?rc n e e'

7ntegrating q (19 ove r r fro, 0 to r gives

t c nLe -Te 'r~i(r.L.).

c f

L jrj(r.j dr

r



1 here \ , the - as m vc:Za e,

C - C, - - -t dr( Ob , ,f C 1.

Here r is the outer radial location of the perfectlyrW

conducting return current. The function V (r,t; can

equivalently be written as

r

V'r t I .(r'L L fs ('Oc
p ~ ~

where the local electric field is

r
E (r) =  r, (o)i(C) + '-B -- dr"i0d

0

This expression for E is consistent with a radial integra-

tion of the Faraday law, Eq. (16a), together with use of

Eq. (17) at r = 0 and the B - 0 boundary condition.

Equation (20c) is a representation of the plasma voltage

around the loop in Fig. 1. The major electrodyanmic

assumption in the WHYRAC (I ) model, and retained with some

misgivings in the WHYRAD code, is that a single value of r,

at the cell location where the current stops flowing for

the previous time step (r = R), is employed to calculate

Np, Then Eq. (20c), can be solved to give
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*~~~ L L d (-~

with employment of B1  1'/Rc so that

d

C t R  rc dt

S'R)j is Bq. (1-" evaluated at r = R and at the previous

time step,

o - T n e

with the current cutoff at r = t. : was originaliy

ccr.sidered in Ref. 1 tcdreczlv enplo" Eq. (1> in the

calculation of rr, for all r nct -ust at R). How-
ever, the resulting e fiJel was verv choppy due to the

influence of larce variations of velocitv, number density,

and temperature. The Lest way to calculate c r) is from

direct radial integration of the Faraday law, Eq. (16a,

after specification of the B-field ,Eq. 2CdA. Insertion

of Eq. C21) into Eq. (15i gives

_ r\' "j --- _ _ _ -

3 7-i -.--
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ihich is numerically integrated in time to specify the

total current and the outer boundary condition on the

B field.

The local current is obtained from the Maxwell law

in the .IHD approximation

S (rB(24

which is solved by a central finite difference representa-

ticn of the gradient: as indicated above the e field

distribution is then obtained by empovment of Eq. (20d).

The eleztromagnetic field dependent source terms in the

hydrodynamic equations are therefore determined.

Time step criteria is evaluated from the cell-

dependent minimum of the fo~lowing relations.

Courant:

: = mn C 4 % 2,

Joule Heating Enercy Transfer:

0.4 x max-n e e  C'. 0-E
Smein e e

38
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Radiative Enerpv Transfer'

R P . x maxnkT 0.03E-
=t min e e' 2$

I RAD

Previous Time Step Internal Energy Chance:

0.4 N maxre kT 05-
mtn = ai dkEkl., e'

Direct incorporation of the Alfven speed, CA ;\fV7.-Z,

into a time step criterion such as Eq. (25a) is unwise as

the presence of a large B field together with a low density

in the outer regions cf the implosion yields excessively

small time steps. In this situation the time steps are

chosen at a location which is far removed from the high

density, high radiative regions of interest. The WHYRAC

scheme of Ref. I is retained, whereby a term B-/4-(C.' _

is added to the inertia in the low density region. C* is

an effective Alfven speed of reduced magnitude determined

from the assumptions that

A  m {0.5 &r}mi CA (:5e)

together with, if EtA < It from the other time step criteria,

C = .5 6r(r=O),' t
A
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This C ensures that the Alfven time scale is no faster

than the hydrodynamic time scale. Even though this effect

of the Alfven speed is included in the formalism it was

decide'd in the construction of WHYRAD to include the

internal energy change criteria, Eq. (25d3, in addition

to the first three criteria, thus practically yielding a

significantl" finer time step resolution. This last

criteria was not included in WHYRAC. The absolute minimum

over all the cells of the four functions, Eqs. (25a)

throuch (23d! is selected, with time steps of 20% to 30'c

of the minimum Courant value normally computed.

For no re:oning the spatial increment widths are

an assigned fraction of the total beam radius R, defined

by R = RADR"

RADR - RADRO + VGM x 6tl/ (26)

where RADRO is the old, previous time step value of the

total radius, 6t I1 2 is the half time step (ETBFCT is

applied twice successively over a full time step) and VGNI

is a velocity given by

n

VGM = v(6a)

i=l
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w,,herc i is the cell number, N.N is the number of cells in

the summation, and v, is the individual cell velocity. The

summation is not carried out over all cells, but only over

those cells with a density at least i0 cf the maximum

density, which gives a weighting to the cells with maximum

mass flux in the evaluation of the beam contraction.

A density-dependent re:oning option is also present

in the code which assigns the minimum cell width at the

maximum density and vica versa, thus increasing the cell

density at regions of maximum radiation yield. hith no

re:oning

-Tri = RADR/NR - R/NR (26b)

where NR is the total number of cells. Although more

detailed consideration of the required cell number is given

later in this report it should be noted that around 40 should

be the minimum number to represent the i current and B field

radial distributions. The re:oning option uses Eq. (26b)

to define a representative uniform cell,

=r RADR/NR , ( -a')

together with an averace number density given by

n°  (Lr. x n. -RADR -b

i i=t
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Then the rezoning is dictated by

Lr 0 = r°(n°/nl M  i,7c'"

where the power M, to be careful, should be << -. Now.

NR

Z Zr. = RADNEW
i=l

which is not necessarily the same as RADR, previously

obtained. Therefore, the ar i's are rescaled by

.,r i = fr* x (RADR,./RDNEW) (2Td"

which is the chcsen re:oned cell width. In either cell

distribution alccrithm the cell-center locations are

determined from

r = 0.5 'r, (28a)
-I

an r = r (l5~. - Lr ) , i >' 1 -(28b)

and r r .!  0. ; (-'rr i-I > I

It is necessarv to constrain the M oower in

Eq. (27c) to prevent re:oning-induced numerical instabil-

ities. The function employed is

N1 = M°  1 - exp > D?; (29)

where D m b ' 1 - RE (29a,
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the b anc c coefficients have been determined, by numeri-

cal experimentation, to be of order 10 -, n- refers

to the absolute value of the change, over a time step, of

f the lcarithm of the average number density given by

Eq. (27b), and RE is a function of the local energy

balance ratio. Although more will be said later, an M0

value of 0.03-0.05 was employed in test cases. The energy

balance ratio is the plasma internal energy at t = 0 plus

the electromagnetic energy added up to the time in ques-

tion minus magnetic field, emitted radiation and boundary

flux energies, all divided by the plasma internal energy

at that time. For complete energy balance this ratio

should be unity. For the ratio > 1, RE = 1/ratio., for

the ratio < 1, RE = ratio, while for complete energy

balance the contribution of the second term in Eq. (29a)

is neglected. The two damping contributions found in

Eq. (29a) control the effects of the sudden number density

and energy balance changes on the rezoning algorithm.
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Section III

RADIATION, IONI:ATION AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES

Three separate radiation-ionization packages have

been employed in the implosion solutions; the first one is

ATPHY S, a relatively simple ground plus one excited state

ion balance with approximate radiation transport, TERRYS,

a curve fit representation of the icni::ation-radiation

package NCELL solutions with radiation transport assumed

to be a double path probability of escape function out of

the plasma volume from each individual radiating cell, and

real time application of MCELL. NCELL is an ionization

collisional-radiative equilibrium package which solves for

the ground and excited state population densities; line,

radiation recombination and Bremsstrahlung radiation trans-

port are modeled with emission and absorption balanced out

ever the multi-cell radiation increment :ones.

The ATPHT'S modeling o argon was useful to estab-

lish the scheme of running the code, remove the numerous

bugs and hardwired quantities present in the original

WHYRAC source deck, and incorporate a number of the fea-

tures of the $HYRAD development. No numerical results

from ATPHYS calculations ,iiI be presented in this rerrt,

,".owever. Real time employment of ,iCELL was the original
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* :~zn:orthe computa-tJ onis however, calculat ions wit:h a

many -line spectra aluminum model showed that in some cases

PS"' of thle run time per time step was taken up by the

*radiaticn-iJonization package and only- by the remaining

hv-dro-induced B field-driving circuit algorithm. Even

thcugh thi:s setup) probably represents the ideal modeling

*of-: the nonequilibrium. cour-leC hydrodynamic-radiation

scheme, it was felt that running costs as well as

an excessive number of restart inputs over a typical

* 3000 time ste- case prevents the present implementa-

tion of the full real time scheme. iT is suggested that an

enerzeticallv ortnimum MCELL code, tailored to run 10 times

* raster, would facilitate this highly desirable direct

coupling. Nevertheless, post-processino at discrete time

steps, using the full NICELL package. is useful and results

are illustrated-1 in section 1'.

The TERRYS radiation-ionization package utilizes

R. Terry curve fits to P. Duston's M-CELL computed

D7-:ically thin volume emission rates for aluminum or

aroon. (5 o) The radiation is divided into the categories

of line L-shell with h,. < 1 ke\, line K-shell with h,. - 1 keV,

free bound continuum and :free- free Bremsstrahlung cont inuum

radiation. T-he optically thin line anO free-bound emissions

are fitted to the following functional relation:
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n ep e . \cnsec

where (fcr Ak N = 0.5, %1 = 6 for L-shell line, N 0.-,

.1 = It for K-shell line, and N = 0.5, M = 16 for bound-free

radiation. Here n 0 is a reference density of 1019 cm-3 ; the

fit of EC. (30) to the multicell A is made at this density.

The b coefficients are a tabulated data input within the code.

For other densities the scaling laws (A.

CT 161.5
L-shell (n" .o0 16

_OT 16 fo 0 -

L -shell ni 1T n < b cm1,

pOT $ 1.5 -
K-shell - n I 10 " forn I > 1018 cm

POT " for r > 10 cm

K-shell "hi i018 on< i  
-

VB ~ n2  2 for all nBFI

are emp loyed.

Free-free Bremsstrahlung emission, with opacity,

is evaluated by a ten frequency sum:

10
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described below,. Thne optica1>y :hnrenuem-cY emiSSaion

coe-f icient is

6.3 5 x 10-4 Te 3a

* = 11 '7 -l Ki. lb

Kan o2 are e nt e red a s a tabl1e for I 0 H:.

The 5 frequenzy optlcal d Jepth. --:' ei ther path

ih
length, is civen D-\ fo r emissacr, at the i c ell,

Sur face

iele

wnre =3.3x 10 e.-C~l.e ~erI

is the absorption coef::icient. In performing the

* integration the varjabjilitv of T7 ,,ad i
Z.Ie me! nao-

accounted for alongI the path lengths by employment of the

previous time step's solution parameters.

The shiort and lonc optical depth path integrations

are carried out from the individual cell in two opposing

directions to the boundarv of the cN-lindrical nlasma. The

same i~lea in estimating, opacity is also used f;or line and

bound-free continuum transport:
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,n,

cell

for either ~th length. The ropge .. broadened cross

section is used for line trans5r"

'N i 10_

For K-shell radition it is assured that the wavelength

is evaluated at a sincle value of :.0 keV photons

and for L-shell radiation it :s assumed that C.5 KeV single

-,aveie-c-- e..isSior: Is annrr.ate. Bound- free cracit

is usually small for the conditicns c- irteres t  -he cross

section used is

- - - f ([].
7BF 2 x 10 e (3:b

we re f._i is a pol:nooial function of the ion number:

it has been determined b\" a fit to multi-cell innut data.

The opacity of a cylindrical plasma affects the

resulting net radiant emission by removal of photons prior

to their escape through the plasma boundary. Probability of

escape functions of optical depth are fits to solutions of

the radiation transport equation S(- , and are of good

accuracy for cylindrical transrort over a wide range cf

The total loss from all radiant modes at each cell is then
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p P ~Z

1-'

F ' 7 = 0 c _ - 7 -- o B .3a

F 0 i S 8 x 2r - '

Lf r 7 < 3.0

For line radiati n the Doppler profile results of Ref. b

Appendix A t are uti1lied 'bye R. Terry in the form

K =. 1. ' -. - - B0F . . - --3

wit h a = i, n, 20l -- and

- - 54- - "-. ' for - .z.C

S0 . 9. -

9or < 3. "

Fo lneraiaio te ople poflereuls f ef9



oelI She are r -Ea rne s expression ,~e in el)

T 0'1000 - Te 0

-or the ioni:ation number, ihlere .- zs :he element atomic

n ur e r, while the ir.-terrial elect ron. en-ercv, given bv

- e , TP

utilizes a hvdrogeric assumptLion forc, the total chemical

potential E TC1i e.

TCPT

i~ C,

Whe re R t, 13eVe The ionization l evel given by E. (34

.4s accurate up to n, = 10 cm CT- but should be close enough

for densities perhaps a factor of ; higher than this,

covering- the range of colla,,-se conditions found in Black-

Jack III or V shots. The ~yadiabatic exponent is defined

in terms of the electron thermal plus ionizatio-n energy bv

5O



n k T
= e(3-

fee

As stated in section II the adiabatic exponent is evaluated

from the temperature and ionization number locally at each

spatial cell and timestep for utilization in the conserva-

tion of electron temperature and total internal energy

equations; the possible influence of spatial and temporal

gradients of -, evaluated from the respective Te and -

gradients is not talen into account.

Most of the computations illustrated in this

report assume microscopic classical transport processes

althou2h some consideration is given to anomalous transport,

especially resistivity. The classical resistivity is10

( I , (sec i (381
1 e

where -2

- - 23. - - . 15 l oc (n 1 3. 5 l o Te .... ... 10 e "10 e

for T < 30 eV ,

._r- = 5..15 loQ,0(n e  o j (Te

for T > 50 eV
e
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Initial implementation of anomalous resistivity in the

I'IYKAC code assumed that non-classical effects could be
cf. (ii

represented by a radially uniform multiplier of r (

it ,otLld seem to be better to introduce a multiplier that

attains its maximum value in the outer low density coronal

regicn of the implosion and approaches unity near the

relatively high density pinch center. The approach is

neverthless highly empirical and qualitative. The function

chcsen is

an c { (39
ra r . g(t;(r,/Ril (39

with a g(t) growth factor of

g~)= A(tit iB  9
pulse I39a)

A and B are empirical coefficients and tpuls e is the total
an c

pulse time. The core limit of r r a as r - 0 is
an .

maintained as well as the initial condition , n as

L - 0 for any r.

A. Mondelli has incorporated a plasma instability

model due to Sagdeev for the calculation of anomalous

processes within the i%'HYRAD code; it represents resistivity,

and K e. in terms of an anomalous collision time .eI"

In this formulation

an = Me/( e a n n e ,-
.. me/e C el

3 2 I ll - , , ,- .



w:e-e - :s the classical value-el

ei 3. 44 x 105 T r,/ (n L,? $sec (40a

e

if the ion sound speed

C, c I "e (40b

is Creater than the absolute value of the drift speed U-,

,i\ven by Eq. 1G), and T < T However, if the otposite

conditions prevail at a local radial cell the -el is

calculated from

_an 10 -- Te'e = -cL m in -T-,P' (L
:el

4.Oc

where , the ion plasma frequency, is

4- n e 1d
P. = m (40d~

Although this formulation is superior to the previous S

resisitivty multiplier scheme the inability of the code

53
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,c yield very realistic ion temperatures independent of

the electrcn values has prevented its use for more than a

few test cases (Section IV).
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Section IV

BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS

Included in this section are ideal gas cylindrical

diaphragm implosion as well as magnetic field diffusion

benchmark results. In addition, some comparative implo-

sion results, with and without radiative coupling or

rezoning, are illustrated. It was decided to perform

these calculations using interesting subsets of the complete

model so as tc strengthen the level of confidence in the

full code. The first illustrated benchmark is the hydro-

dynamic-only subset where the voltage discharge ani induced

magnetic field contributions are removed. The driver of

the fluid dynamics is t=O radial distributions of density

and pressure. implosion is generated by the so-called

cylindrical diaphragm problem with an assumed step density

and pressure rise of a factor of four outside of a half-maximum

radial point.

Criteria to observe within the implosion are whether

temperature, pressure, and density jumps across the inwardly

propagating shock and contact discontinuities are correctly

transnorted by the FCT algorithm; these Jumps can be

calculated from steady planar one-dimensional theory

cocrdinate propagating with respect to the discontinuity)
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before the advancing shock gets reasonably close to the

cylindrical centerline. Beyond that comparison has to be

made with established numerical solutions in the literature,

such as Lapidus. (12) The solved equation subset comprises

Eq. (1), Eq. (2) without the jB/c term, Eq. (3) without

the jc and PRAD terms, the single specie internal energy

balance

1, 2
- (411

and p = :RT, for the five unknown -, v, E, p and T.

Illustrated in Figures 2 through 5 are normalized radial

pressure and density distributions evaluated at four dif-

ferent normali:ed times. Normalization, for density and

pressure, (z*,D*" is to the respective t=0, r=O magnitudes,

while for time (t*) it is to the unit diaphragm radius

divided by the sound speed at t=r=o. Included in Figures 3

and 5 are the artifical viscosity, ' = 1.4 Lax-Wendroff

finite difference solutions obtained, with a Cartesian x-v

mesh, by Lapidus.(12) Correlation is reasonably good within

the inner range of the implosion; as the FCT code employs

an outer boundary condition of i'r{;' - 0 while the

Ref. 12 solution considers -x- = 0 here, considerable discrep-

ancy in the outer region is understandable. The :ero gradient

boundary condition is more correct for :-pinch implosions.
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V .hat is of most interest is the shape and

inward progression of the pressure and density shock and

contact discontinuity :ronts; the FCT calculated results

are slightly more spread out than the Ref. 12 solutions.

The difference is largely due to the factor of five decrease

in Lr increment size; the relatively coarse mesh is still

adequate to illustrate the disturbance propagation. The

FCT implosion is also slightly slower in running into the

cente:line than the Lapidus model results: the outer zero

gradient boundary condition on -,v, leading to some mass

blowoff, would retard the inward progression. It seems

as though the Ref. 12 pressure and density results do not

line up as well as they could and that the Lapidus density

calculations are running a bit ahead of the corresponding

pressure profiles. The FCT density profiles may therefore

be more accurate even with the reduced number of computation

points.

For planar flow initiated by the bursting of a

diaphragm, where subscript 1 denotes the region ahead of
%

the propagation shock, subscript 2 the region immediately

behind the shock, subscript 3 the region behind a contact

discontinuity and subscript 4 the ambient region behind an

isentropic expansion fan, the p4 /p, ratio is given by
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v pvV P- (-i~p ~ ~ L -1

F1  P1  l % - ',J- - ." '- -p/ l I

p4' /',, the initial pressure ratio across the diaphragm,

is given a value of 4.0; assuming y = 1.4 yields, upon an

iterative solution of Eq. (42), p,/p1 = 1.93. Successive

employment is then made of

-,
=m T-~__rP (3T-- p

obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, the perfect

gas expression

2' = i1T/piT2 ,(4b

£ ., ,,/ 1 .p T , ( 4 2 b )

as well as

T" "(p:/Pi) (42c)

which is obtained from the facts that pressure ds uniform

across the contact surface (p. = p), there is an isentropic

change between regions 3 and 4, and = T from the initial

conditions. Finally, for the perfect gas
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(p2/pl) (TIT 3 )  (42d)

Included in the bottom row of Table I are the numerical

magnitudes obtained from Eqs. (42) through (12d). The other

rows of Table 1 collect results at four t* normalized times,

given by the numerical solution to the conservation equations.

Any discrepancies with the above results are due to

cylindrical coordinate geometric focusing and

Table I

t* (p2/pl1) (T2,/TI) 1 / i (T 3!TI) ( 11

0.197 2.20 1.33 1.65 0.849 2.37

0.326 2.29 1.32 1.74 0.S73 2.46

0.393 2.13 1.3- 1.56 0.848 2.62

0.493 2.25 1.32 1.69 0.864 2

Planar Flow 1.93 1.217 1.586 0.812 2.38

the likelihood that a mesh with only 39 points is slightly

coarse. The numerical results are, as would be expected,

higher than the planar solution but are close enough to

indicate a suitable numerical hydro-only algorithm.

The next subset of the program to benchmark is the

diffusion of azimuthal B-field, described by Eq. (13).

Hydrodynamic plus B-field solutions will first explore the

59
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dc:-usioness limit cf r = E = 0, i.e., both infinite

conductivity and wetel. The resulting magnetic flux

equation,

t (r -

is of similar form to the rlarar mass conservation expression

Numerical solution comparisons will only be made with

analytical estimates across a plane-propagating wavefrcnt.

The shock relation corresponding to Eq. (43) is

B v i  = E v-_ (45

while mass conservation through the shock surface is given by

(46)

Ccmbination of the above two relations gives

= B1 (,cl) (4 7)

Likewise, letting B = ac, where a is to be determined, we

find that Eq. (43) becomes, with employment of Eq. (44,

a a Da 0
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e ererefcre. a = B h: sou 1 be ccnsan n -,he L ffs ionless

"imit with respect to a coordinate system :ixed a- the

shock. The wave propagation solutions will be the same as

t the n'evious cyl indrical diarhragm model except that, at

t=0, a radially uniform I0 3 Gauss magnetic field is imposed

both wt-in and ouzsace the diaphracm location'. It is

-:irst o: interest to see whether z and the B field taneen-

tial to the wave surface are numerically propagated in a

similar manner, in particular behind the initial shock

*ront. Due to the rapidity of B field propagation induced

by the electrical resistivity and temperature gradient

contributions Eq. (13) is solved implicitly while the

cylindrical. version of Eq. (44' is solved by exol-icit FCT.

The diffusionless limit, Eq. (43), is also solved implicitly

so some discrepancy may enter here.

Plotted in Fi-. b is a B,' which, from Eq. (4S1

should be constant in the diffusionless limit with respect

tc a coordinate system fixed at the shock. As is seen the

variability of a over much of the time scale is not too

large so that implicit B-propagation is adequate. The

similarity breaks down at longer times, as the front nears

the axis: numerically the cylindrical form of mass conserva-

tior. is employed rather than Eq. (44.. From Eq. (4- ,

B/ = 3.15 x 1 Gauss cm ,gm for all times so that the

cvlindrica1 numerical solution averages about S' beneath

this value up to '.5 x 10 sec.
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A- s cm:::can~tl, :if e-ern: temmcrai rz~s-- hoc~k

E-field distrib.:tion occurs when classical macnitudes Cf

resistivity and thermal flux influence are incorpcrated.

.s shc;wn in Table 2, the B magnituie raradly drcps, with

some degree o' oscillation, due to the small time scale c;

,he diffusion process.

Table

(ecGau S < SI cm ~ Gauss cmj-tAiO e.sec C2,' k m 2 iO b  seci B . 2' . " -

0.3- !. 3-6 x :6 Q.930 -1.195 x i(

S - .4.49 x 2l" ! -4-.4-S x 10-
90 a S S x X O

S-. . 2 320 -2.504 x i

* 200 '.10 ' 2.-5 00 -1.299 x 10-

S 90 -5.961 x b08 200 -60.4

.530 2.-9 x 10" 2.860 -

1. -0 -2.slO x 703 3.030 -9.26

The magnet ic diffusixltv c - is of order 10 (sec cm-isec

so that appreciable B- field chances occur in It C 10 -''r, sec

tize scales. This rapid field change is appropriately

represented in the numerical solution.

Plotted in Fig. - are the radial pressure distribu-

tions at three of the Figs. 2 and 4 times, both with and

without the initially imposed !03 Gauss B-field. The field

ancluded solutions are fcr = 0. The differences between
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the near ecual t ime Pressure :ro:i es are relY.ively smia l

excert ahead of the pulse leadinc edce. here there is a

precursor pressure perturbation that grows slightly with time.

The next set of benchmark computations involves the

combination cf the full S-field equation, Eq. (13.1, and the

mass, momentum, internal energy and electro, temperature

* € ecuations, Eqs. ', . ,2. . and .. A constante \ To n , ssu- ...e wi th ne radiation

= 1.t adiabatic exponent s au nr

transport; however, there is an indu z e-re l

Sfrom a ischarge-generated hydrod,'namic colla-se. ne and

-, are calculated from EqS. !_i and respectively.

The idealized voltace-time shape illustrated in Fig. 8 is

employed, similar to the one used in the Ref. i .simula-

tions, and the the three resistvi-tV models-classical,

corona multiplier {Eqs. (39; and 39aI with A = 49 and

- 10 0", and the Sagdeev instability form -Eqs. (40,

(4'0c'K are utilized.

The initial conditions are radially uniform electrcn

and ion temperatures cf i el, and an initial annular Gaussian

distribution of ion number density

nT = n 'max exp - tr-ro/i

where the assumed conditions are n max  0 cm and

x 20 cm , = 0. 8 cm and R = 0 5 cm. The dischare

b 3



. ~~~ ~ V.... .... .... I 1

ongh - :r: ad:-e , s'-a :s asu.-d :o e .r wi= ,

remaining an P Qe e a :nuc-ance of the

external circui ar -s e t e ohm and 1.3 x d(' S henries,

"e 'zti' .sauoS -Laramie .eL, er the Pithcn ra-hine

Figure 9 ifIus-rates tae xi.\mum radially-depender:

-as.,,a density out t mc -.,..... .e c: 'CC nsec for the

three :es~s::x:t ,mc.aes 5 nrd tvc m, ,xirum n,- va ues, . ith

tmax .4c t :: Ta mass 5er unit length is

0.9S x , ; m; cm ,hile ,t. ni  = r0 1,cm 1 the mass

ner uni: tezth i s . x I z . .cm which is comparable

to the Ref. 12 value and o: an a-propriate magnitude for

a maximum "tailcred' imrl csion for these machine -parameters.

The smaller mass vields an imrlcsicn within the time span o:

tine voltage pulse while a tendency towards collapse for the

larger mass only occurs after pulse cessation. The ion

temperature, calculated from E. . i., for the most rar:

near or somewhat larger than T e, so that the Sagdeev model

yields n values usually of the classical magnitude; however,

the density peak is close to the 50 times classical corona

multiplier model. This anomalous resistivity multiplier

model yields an implosion as dynamic as the classical r

solution; indeed, for the smaller mass case the r implo-

sion is l- nsec more rapid although the peak density is

scmev.hat redfaced. This result is, however, in contrast to
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I the softer implosions produced with resistivity multiplier

solutions when radiation transport is included (Ref. .1

and Section v.

9 illustrated in Fig. 10 are the radial distributions

of Te for the lower mass distribution at the times of

maximum compression (depending on r). The temperature

4 peaks in this radiationless calculation are immediately

outside the region of rapid density fall-off, as seen by

comparison of Figs. 10 and 11. Maximum attained densities

are not as high or the width of the collapsed zone not as

narrow as would be found in a coupled radiation emission

solution, however. In contrast, the higher mass level

(Fig. 12) weakly implodes the discharge resulting in a

relatively ineffective collapse. It is of interest to note

that the lack of significant collapse enables the 202 nsec

time span to be covered with 500 minimum Courant condition

time steps while a maximum of 160 nsec is spanned with

950 Courant condition steps when a collapse is achieved.

it is noted that the inclusion of radiation and the

generally more restrictive internal energy change timestep,

Eq. (25d)i, results in roughly a tripling of the timestep

number (Section V).

Referring again to Fig. 9 we see that the implosion

time for the five times heavier mass is about 40' greater

than the implosion time for the lighter mass (measured from

o 5



thie begnnlnv of col lapsel. It is of interest to see

whether a simple dynamic pinch model, suggested by A. )Mondelhi,

yields anything like this value. 1f we assume that the

discharge acts through a cylindrical plasma annulus of

thickness -, length L, and radius r, such that p = (.!L>/(2r ,

J = I/7-r. and B = 21/cr, then

d2r J x B
S- c (50"

vields, upon collapse from r = r0 to r = 0 over a timespan t,

t = r c f c

The implosion time ratio is then proportional to the

square root of the mass ratic, within this simple model.

As the actual correlation is closer to the 0.25 power of

the mass ratio, simple modelinc of these implosions is

of more qualitative rather than quantitative value.

Test calculations evaluating the suitability of

dynamic rezoning are performed using the Physics Interna-

tional Pithon Shot -1400 Argon gas puff. The TERRYS two-

path radiation package is employed, contrary to the employ-

ment of the ATPHYS routine on the same data last year.

The argon fits to the optically thin radiation parameters

are as follows, from R. Terry (private communication,.

In Eq. .30
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I N =0.60, M = 14 for L-shell line radiation,

N = 2.50, M = 12 for k-shell line radiation,

N 0.80, M = 14 for bound-free radiation,
o 119 -3n 10 cm

pOT (n /i018 1 0T18 m 3
L-shell 1  - for n7 10 -

L-sell (n' C for n- < 1018 cm 3

POT shellBF -n 1/0i "  for all n.

Unfortunately, the complex spectra L-shell radiation for

argon is, at present, incompletely modeled. Therefore, the

Ar calculations should be considered as useful comparisons

between Eulerian uniform mesh and dynamic rezoned mesh

information, not as absolute results. It is assumed that

all the transport coefficients, especially resistivity,

are of microscopic classical magnitude.

The temporal voltage distribution, of a maximum

magnitude of 3.89 x 106 V and pulse time of 300 nsec, is

(Table 3)
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Table 3

t/tpuls e V- (volts! t't ulse V (volts)

0.0000 200.0 0.4600 2.90 x 106

0.0500 1.0 x 105 0.4833 2.60 x 106

0.0733 5.0 x 105 0.5261 2.45 x 106

0.1000 1.50 x !06 0.5900 1.-0 x 106

0.1500 .50 ), 106 0.65 7 5.00 x 105

0.2067 3.50 x 106 0.!33 -2.30 x 105

0 266- 3. -5 x 106 0. 400 -2._ 0 x 105

0.3333 3.89 x 106 0. 66- . 0 C x 10"

0.3533 3.83 x 106 0.8333 3.00 x 105

0. 4067 3.50 x 106 i.0000 6.00 x 205

The t=0, 5cm long initial gas puff ion number density,

over the 39 cells of the computation, is illustrated in

Fig. 13. The dashed line near the outer edge is an extra-

polation past the last measured data point. Input is by

simple specification of - n I mI at the 39 cell midpoints.

The radially uniform temperature at t-0, for both electrons

and ions, is 1.0 el'.

The first presented calculations assume the spatially

uniform cell case. Plotted, at the two times of 81.- and

101.2 nsec, are nl, no, Te and normali:ed PRAD (total) as

a function of radius. Also plotted, as a function of time,
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is zhe total normalized radiated energy per unit discharge

length out to t = 125.7 nsec. Figure 14 illustrates the

number density distributions at both times. The peak of

the number density distributions has not moved appreciably

inward at 81.67 nsec but the magnitudes at and within the

peak radii have increased somewhat at the expense of the

outer zones. The first, complete implosion, defined at the

point beyond which the net velocity begins to reverse itself

near the discharge centerline, occurs at near 101.2 nsec.

It is seen that steep centerline density peaks, extending

only a few cells in width, have formed at this point.

Actually these sudden centerline peaks have formed only

over the previous S-4 nsec of implosion time. The density

steps are largely due to the retention of perturbations

which is a feature of the FCT algorithm, as well as a

slightly insufficient cell number. The relatively flat

floors of density are essentially imposed at a magnitude

that is S x 10 - 3 of the average va2ue over the total dis-

charge width. A comparatively high centerline density

(within an order of magnitude of the illustrated values)

is maintained for at least 25 nsec beyond the 101.2 nsec

pcint; however, the radial velocity distribution becomes

quite discontinuous with probable formation of hydrodynamic

instabilities.
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Figure 15 shows the electron temperature distribu-

tions at the same times. It is seen that the outer zones

of the implosion heat up to more than 10 keV coronal tempera-

tures;' densities are, for the most part, correspondingly

low at these positions. Near the maximum compression the

high density centerline material heats up to over I keV

temperatures, yielding the maximum radiative output.

Figure 16 illustrates the radial normalized total

radiative power distributions at the same times. The

radiative peak, at 81.67 nsec, is at near the maximum n

location, with a Te value of about 400 eV. The maximum

radiative location is the centerline at the 102.2 nsec

initial compression time. Figure 17 shows the to.tal

normalized radiant energy per unit length for both the

uniform cell width case and a re:oning results, discussed

later. It is seen that E increases at a relatively slow

rate after the first collapse, although running out several

hundred more steps (it took 629 steps to reach 81.67 nsec,

1119 steps to get to 101.2 nsec, and 200C, steps to reach

125. 7 nsec) beyond the 125.7 nsec stop may attain a measur-

able E RD increase. However, as indicated before, dis-

continuities in the radial velocity profile point to an

unstable compressed region, with a I-D modeling being

questionable.
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Illustrated in Figs. 17 through 21 are the results

of a rezoned calculation with M0 = 0.025, b = 0.05, c = 0.03

{in Eq. (29)}. The solution remains stable with a maximum

S diverjence from energy balance of 2% (after 900 time steps

the error is significantly smaller). Going first to

Fig. 18 we see the cell width distributions at t = 82.01

and 100.7 nsec. These times are comparable to those chosen

in the uniform increment solution, but it is interesting to

note the different number of time steps required to reach

these times (1124 and 1649 versus 629 and 1119 for the

uniform cells). Comparison of the Lr distributions in

Fig. IS with the associated nI distributions in Fig. 19

show that appropriate tracking (smallest cells wi-th largest

density and vice versa) is produced. The average cell

width is calculated from Eq. (27a). At the same implosion

times the computed outer radius of the discharge is about

10% smaller in the rezoned solution compared with the

uniform cell model.

Comparison of the Figs. 14 and Fig. 19 number

density shape distributions show general similarity but

sufficient differences to indicate some cell width effects.

In particular, the rezoned maximum centerline nI at the

collapse point is about 50% higher than the uniform cell

result. Curiously enough, as the rezoned centerline

temperature is somewhat lower the radiated power at thiis

~~I



point is about the same, irrespective of the model (Figs. 16

and 21). The narrowness of the maximum density distri-

bution near the center is not really reduced with rezoning.

although it should be noted that the extreme density

"spike" is largely formed in the last 2 nsec before the

collpase; prior to this the density and radiation

distributions are somewhat less peaked near the center.

Returning to Fig. 1- we see that the radiated

energy output obtained with the rezoned mesh is comparable

with the previous result: however, at times beyond the

collapse the rezoned magnitudes can be up to 20% below that

obtained with the uniform mesh. In summary, comparison of

Figs. 14 and 19 for number density, Figs. 15 and. 20 for

electron temperature, 16 and 21 for radiative power and

the separate energy distributions on Fig. 17 illustrates

the influence of a moderate rezoning algorithm.

In conclusion, the varous subsets of the

code-cylindrical implosion dynamics, magnetic flux

generation, dynamic cell rezoning, nonequilibrium radia-

tion coupling, and resistivity transport modeling have

been checked out separately and in some combination; it

is felt that full modeling with realistic input data can

give suitable theoretical-experimental correlation.
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Section V

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

* The coupled hydrodynamic-radiation calculations

are illustrated for two separate situations. The first

is a comparison with the SPLAT code implosion results

due to R. Terry followinc the oricinal analvsic or

Tidman L14 j; in this code the plasma produced in the dis-

charge through an A; wire cage is modeled by a radially

isothermal analysis with radially integrated representa-

tions of mass, momentum, and energy across an assumed core

and corona :oning. This is a so-called zero-dimension

transient analysis in contrast to the one-dimensional

solutions illustrated here. The second comparison set is

a numerical representation of a Maxwell Laboratory Black-

Jack Vexperimental configuration; a variationof plasmamass,

for both A and Ar, is employed so as to compare the space

and time integrated radiation yields. In addition, radial

distributions of temperature, radiative power, and density

are illustrated for near the optimum mass at the pinch

collapse time.

Figuro, 22 shows the voltage-time profile employed

in the SPLAT calculations. The maximum voltage is

4.5 x 106V, attained in 150 nsec. The quantities would be

experimentally maximum, and indicate an optimistically
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energetic profile. External circuit parameters are a

0.5 ?2 generator impedance _ and a 13.5 x 10 h diode

inductance. Although a variety of original wire cage

radii were investigated in Ref. 4, ranging from R= C.

to 1.6 cm, only R = 1.0 cm will be explored here. It is

assumed in all the wire calculations that there is an

azimuthal symmetry in the plasma prior to an

appreciable implosive collapse. The calculations assume

three different masses, made up of 6, 12, and 24 wires of

I mil diameter and 3 cm length. The mass,'wire of Ai wire

is 4.10 x 10 gm so that the three separate masses

analyzed are '.46 x 10" , 4.92 x 1-4, and 9.S5 x 10' gin

respectively It is assumed that a 39 cell numerical

analysis is adequate and that most of the initial plasma

density is included into the two cells nearest r = I cm,

the total computation radial extent being near 2 cm at

t = 0. The initial six wire plasma density distribution

is then 1.0 x 10 gmicm for .0256 s rc 0.89-7 cm,

1.28 x 10- 4 gm/cm3 for .949 r 1.000 cm, and
L

1.0 x 10 gm/cm" for 1.0516 r_ s 1.9-S cm, rc denoting

the cell center location. Twelve and 24 wire cages are

corresponding multiples of the .949 r rc ! 1.000 cm density

value. A small amount of mass is therefore assumed to have

diffused over the entire 0 - r 2 2.0 cm computational

extent at the initialization of calculations.
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it is assumed that uniform cell width, no density-

dependent retoning, is adequate for these computations.

The initial radially uniform temperature is 10 eV.

Illustrazed in Fic. 23 is the temporal distribution of
ncrmali-ed energy for the three wire numbers- computations

were stopped when excessive velocity discontinuities occur

and energy balance begins to break down. The same energy

magnitude normali-ation is used for this case as is employed

in the subsequent Blackjack V representations.

Table 4 shows the time to collapse (pulse time)

for the three masses as calculated by the R. Terry SPLAT

code and the WHYRAD results; the WHYRAD computed time is

the location of the first peak of cross-sectionally inte-

crated radiative power, simultaneous to the maximum yield

located near the centerline. Also included in Table 4

are the ratios of total radiated energv at these times

divided by the six wire value for the WHYRAD calculations,

as well as the ratios of the K-shell line radiation

magnitudes for both SPLAT and WHYRAD computations.

Table 4

SPLAT 1%HYRAD K-Shell K-Shell
Pulse Time Pulse Time -'YRAID hlRY-RD SPLAT

Wire No. (nsec) Lt (nsec) , t E E)E E ' Eb ER/E

6 98.9 111.6 1.0 1.0 1.0
15.8 10.2

12 114.- 121.8 1 .6SS 1.413 2.028.J 19.0 "

24 123.1 140.8 4.196 1.910 2.6
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reiect ccmarisCrn between te WHYRAD and S'LA

resu!is could be better: in particular, the incremen:a:

-ime change between successively massive collapses is nearer

tc a linear function of wire number with WHY§D while i s

a sharply decreasinc :unction of v..:re number with SPLAT.

The h-shell line WHYRAD yield ratios are somewhat lcwer

thar. the comparable SPLAT resi-!ts, although the total

radiamo- yield as obtained from W'riYRAD steepl,- increases

f : 14 wires due to continuum and L-shel line contributions.

,evertheless, there is a steady yield increase with both

zodes as the wire number increases, and the wire cage is

not vet too massive so as to be weakly collapsible.

Figure 24 shows radial electron and ion number

density distributions at the 12 wire collapse point,

t = 1^5.8 nsec. This is a few nsec beyond the time

selected for the illustration of comparative y:eld. Fig-

ure 25 illustrates the radial distributions of normali:ed

total radiative power and electron temperature at the same

ime. The temperature near the centerline is relatively

high at this time; the local yield of radiant energy subse-

quently cools these cells to under 100 eV with eventual

reheating due to thermal conduction.

The Blackjack V representations illustrated here

have been presented at the 1981 APS Plasma Physics meeting.

So as to show the comparative flexibility of the WHYRAD
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r proram it was decided tc run both A . and Ar imnlosion

exa....les , using the same voltace- ime rrcfile over a range

o: ischarge medium masses. The Maxwell Blazkack V machine

t conditions, as arplied tc an Ar gas puff, were presented

in a memo by Richardscn, et a!. (i61. while more general

machine information external circuit inductance, impedance)

is contained in an Rq.D Assce ates repcrt by Fisher and S:e.

T 1ia radial temperature distribution is

assumed to be a uniform : eV, while the timewise diode

* voltage distribution is given in Table 5:

Table S

t (nsec, V 0 \j t(nsec; " (106 v)

0.0 0.0 85.0 1.50

42.0 1. 5 95.0 1.30

50.0 2.0 112.0 0.60

60.0 2. 5 122.0 0.40

64.0 2.80 125.0 0.00

68.0 2. 5 140.0 -0.75

75. 0 2 .3 150 .0 -1.00

-7.0 2.00 175.0 -0.50

80.0 1.90 200.0 -0.10

Linear interpolation between these points accurately models

the Blackiack V voltage pulse of the Richardson, et al.,

experiments. Figure 26 illustrates both the voltage and
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current distributions. The mazhine impedance and induc-

tance are 0.58 r and 2 x I0F 9 henries, respectively, while

the diode inductance varies from 15 x 10 to - x 10 henries,

dependinig on diode geometry, Wayne Clark (private communica-

tion') at Maxwell has indicated that the appropriate diode

inductance is 21 x 10 .9 henries, so that with the open

circuit pricr to crowbarring being in series,
kg .c

L = 2 x 10 9 henries.

The Ref. 26 initial Ar gas puff pressure (cr density'

distributions are very qualitative, so it was decided to

assume a general Gaussian relation for the t = 0 density

distribution:

A- . exp -B(r-l.OI (52

wl-here 1.0 cm is the annular radius of the gas puff maximum

density in the Richardson, et al. experiments. The density

is not really symmetric about this point as more material

is initally present throughout the outer zones; however,

this distribution is suitable for comparative calculation

with an Ak wire cage located at the same radius. This,

of course, also assumes that the wire plasma, upon forma-

tion, collects in an azimuthal direction prior to any

appreciable radial collapse. It is assumed that, for the

same mass, the A' piasma distribution is somewhat narrower

around the Gaussian peak at t = 0 than the Ar gas puff so
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that BA,' 5, B Ar = 3. Four separate masses are employed

for A z and a subset of two separate masses for Ar; the

four masses are

t .1 = 50, .0, 150 and 300 gm,

the lowest mass being a bit small for wires (- 2 Ai wires-,

while the highest mass is representative of a 12 wire cage

or a rather dense Ar puff. W'ith the specification of the

MAX , -- ueia
total mass then P , in Eq. (51), is determined bynumerical

integration of

MAX = (M/L) 2 Tf e B(r 1.0 rdr (5)

f
0

where R0 is assumed to be 2.0 cm. L 3.0 cm is the

diode spacing.

The flow is divided into 45 cells out to a total

initial radius of 2 cm, six more than previously, so as

to hopefully yield a bit more accuracy near the maximum

collapse. in this regard the M° power in the density-cell

width rezoning algorithm is assumed to have the value

0.023 so as to obtain a 30-400 maximum cell width differential

(probably as much as can be obtained with the present code.

Classical transport, including the resistivity, will be

assumed in the initial group of calculations.
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Figure 27 shows aluminum ion and electron number

density radial distributions at t = 0 and two subsequent

times for M/L = 5 x 10 em/cm (I = 150 ,m). This mass

magnitude, as will be shown later, is about the optimum

implosion value. The 105.7 nsec time is prior to the

rapid pinch collapse, with resulting energetic radiation

yield, while 118.5 nsec is after the collapse. The

dynamic sweeping in of n between these two times is

evident. The collapsed high density region diameter of

about I mm is realistic as is the 1020 cm ion density

and 110 cm electron density. Illustrated in Figure 28

are the temperature and normalized radiative power radial

distributions at the same mass level and implosion times;

the arrows point to the ordinate associated with the

particular curve. The centerline temperatures heat up to

near 1 key (from the initial 1 eV uniform temperature)

while low density corona temperatures are > 10 keV. The

radiative power yield after collapse is strongly peaked

near the axis, however, as the density is so low in the

corona.

Figures 29 and 30 show the time dependencies of

the cross-sectional integrated normalized radiative powers

for the four masses of interest (M/L = 1.66,, 3.333, 5.0

and 10 x 10. 5 gm/cm). These distributions show a multiple

peaking behavior; upon compression there is a heating up
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of the inner cells resulting in large radiation outputs

with subsequent cooling. The radiative output in this

high density region then falls; however, thermal diffusion

processes subsequently induce a reheating with an eventual

repetition of the radiative peaking. It is possible that

incorporation of viscous momentum transport and energy

dissipation would have scme damping effect on the radia-

tive peaking. it is seen that the initial collapse,

illustrated by the first power peak, progresses back from

90 nsec to 140 nsec as the mass is increased. If it is

assumed that an optimum tailored implosion is at the maxi-

mum current point then, from Figure 26, the initial power

peak should be about 110-220 nsec. The M/L = 5.0 x 10- gm/cm

case would seem to be :he mcst optimum although, as is

illustrated in Figure 31, the normalized radiant energy is

slightly maximi:ed with the 3.33 x 10 gm/cm mass case.

As indicated in the previous computations the radial

velocity distribution becomes highly discontinuous in the

past-initial collapse phase and the accuracy of the hydro-

dynamic solution rapidly decreases. They dynamics of the

10-" gm/cm collapse is rather weak; probably doubling

this value would prevent any collapse at all.

The maximum computed energy yields, as given in

the classified DNA final report, are somewhat smaller than

recent experimental results (private communication from
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J. Peariman and W. Clark) ; however, the experimental-y

optimum tailored mass seems to be abou: ISO g-,1 or a little

greater. A theoretical vield increase could be obtained by

further heating of the center two or three cells upon

collapse; relatively modest temperature increases would

significantly raise the radiation level. It is possible

that incorporation of viscous dissipation in the energy equa-

tions would also help in this regard, and it is also possible

that evaluation of axially dependent hot spots by two

dimensional modeling would yield substantially higher

radiant energy magnitudes. These avenues of investigation

should be pursued in future work.

Figures 32, 33 and 34 illustrate area integrated

radiative powers and radiative energies (both normali:ed)

for At and Ar, considering the lower two masses. As was

mentioned in Section IV the L-shell Ar radiation is, at

present, incomplete; therefore, comparison between the two

elements is illustrated by removing the L-shell contribu-

tion from AZ. It is interesting to note that the temporal

dependencies of the integrated radiative powers are similar

for both elements; At has a higher peak at collapse, how-

ever, with neglect of the L-shell radiation. It is also

interesting to note the collapse times for the two Ak

masses, -90 nsec and 103 nsec, are the same as the pre-

viously illustrated At collapse times, including the
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L-shell radiative contribution. Therefore, any reason-

ably modest alteration of the radiative modeling and the

resulting yields would fortunately not have too much of an

effect on the relative mass tailoring illustrated here.

The multiple peaking behavior, illustrated in the previous

power-time distributions (Figs. 29 and 30), is also pre-

sent, in particular, for Ak (Figs. 32 and 33). The actions

of thermal diffusion and radiative transport are an

explanation. Neglect of the Ar L-shell radiation seems

t to produce a less oscillatory radiative distribution with

a more rapid post-initial compression drop.

Figure 35 compares, for an M/L = 3.33 x 10- gm/cm

Ak implosion, the effects of anomalous resistivity in the

normalized radiant energy. Although the anomalous resis-

tivity multiplier model initially yields a higher radiant

energy the end result is a somewhat softer implosion with

a SOL reduction in total yield.

Figures 36 through 43 illustrate L and K-shell

aluminum spectra, line plus continuum, as obtained from

post-processing at the two separate time steps shown in

Figures 27 and 28, for the M/L = 5.0 x 10- 5 gm/cm mass value.

The individual temperature and density distributions,

ever a sufficient number of inner cells, were inserted

into the full MCELL multicell coupled radiation and

population density routine by D. Duston. The R value is
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:he :adial extent of the computaticnal cells inserted into

MCELL, radial extension beyond this value is unnecessary

due to the optical thinness and reduced emission of the

low density corona.

The L-shell spectra, prior to the initial collapse,

is shown in Figures 36 and 37 over the photon energy range

from 0.03 to 0.42 keV. The same normalization intensity

value, in (W/cm-keY 0 is used in all the spectral distri-

butions. Most of the energetic L-shell lines are A

Li-like; it is seen from Figure 37 that a normalized

intensity of 0.5 is reached with the 2s- 3p Li-like line at

0.256 keY photon energies. The 2p-3d line is only a

little less energetic. Figure 38 illustrates the pre-

collapse less complex K-shell spectra made up of AJ
I I I

H-like and A£ \11He-like lines as well as the continuum

intensity distributions. The most intense Lyman-O line

gets up to a normalized intensity value of 0.6 at 1.728 kelI

photon energy. Figure 39 is a integrated spectrum that

ideally should be seen by X-ray diodes; for example, a

diode opaque to all radiation below 1 keV would present

a spectrum having the illustrated shape for E > I keV.

The post collapse spectra at t = 118.5 nsec is

illustrated in Figures 40 through 43; a number of individual

line intensities are markedly increased upon collapse.

As an example, the 11-like 2p-3d line now emits a norma' i:ed
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* intensity of about 15.0 at h- = 0.319S6 keV. For K-shell

radiation the L line puts out a normalized intensity of

about 120.0, which _S 200 times the L intensity prior to

* the collapse. A similar intensity increase of about two

orders of magnitude would be presented by XRD's, as is

seen when comparing Figures 39 and 43.

Summarization of the Blackjack V - simulated numerical

representations should include the following statements:

Centerline ion number densities implode to the
%0 -3order of le cm with near 1 keV temperatures at the

same location. The computed high density region is around

I mm in diameter upon collapse.

Collapse times, as illustrated by temporal varia-

tions of the radially averaged radiative power as well as

the radiative energy may be directly compared against the

peak of the experimental total current distribution.

The 100 ijgm and 150 pgm AZ mass implosions present

optimum tailoring for the Blackjack V simulations. The

300 Ogm case is too massive, and while eventually imploding

at - 140 nsec, the yield is somewhat reduced.

The energy yields exhibit a rapid rise of 3-5 nsec

immediately prior to collapse, indicating a fast creation

of the centerline density peak. Although not specifically

illustrated, the computed centerline temperature values
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fluctuate in time, falling to temporarily low values

:-0 eV) immediately after a high power yield peak, wiith

subsequent reheating.

Continuation of the solution to times much beyond

the initial collapse is of reduced practicality due to

calculated sharp discontinuities of the radial velocity

profile; beam instabilities would predominate.

Comparison of continuum plus K-shell Argon and

aluminum implosions indicate fairly close temporal power

and energy distributions with Ak eventually attaining a

larger magnitude with a more sudden energy jump upon collapse.

Incorporation of a multiplicative anomalous resis-

tivitv in the coronal region of the plasma yields a softer

implosion with a reduced total energy output.

Line radiation intensities exhibit a rapid increase

upon collapse with the hydrogen-like Lyman lines producing

at least two orders of magnitude jumps within a 10 nsec or

so time span. Post processing of the coupled hydrodynamic-

approximate radiation solutions with a detailed MCELL

computation furnishes an effective comparison diagnostic

with fast time scale experimental pulse spectral

measurements.
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Section VI

CONCLUSION

This section has covered the basic modeling behind

hHYRAD with its application to a wide range of cylindrically

imploding benchmarks and two physically plausible test

cases. The test cases were primarily treated to observe

the effects of a range of wire or gas puff masses. The

code realistically predicts imploded region diameters,

collapse times, comparative solution magnitudes resulting

from a variation of the total pinch mass, maximum centerline

ion and electron densities, peak centerline temperatures,

and the radial region of extent of radiation emission.

The total radiation yield is low, requiring a higher

average temperature near the centerline and/or the incor-

poration of axially -dependent hot spots. Nevertheless,

the presented results show quantitative realism of many-

parameters, and a moderate amount of code alteration

should improve radiation representation.
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CURE CAPTICNS

1. Schematic of the coupled discharge-diode circuit.

2. WHYRAD pressure solution for the cylindrical

imploding diaphragm proble,, = 1.4, 4 to I pres-

sure ratio, 39 finite difference cells.

Lapidus Ref. 1. .ressure solution for the

cylindrical imp!oding diaphragm problem, y = 1.4,

4 to I pressure ratic, 199 finite difference cells.

-. WHYRAD density solution, same conditions as Fig. 2.

5. Lapidus density solution, same conditions as Fig. 3.

6. WHYRAD magnetic field-density ratio solution for

the imploding cylindrical shock with an initially

uniform 10 Gauss field parallel to the shock

surface; other parameters same as Fig. 2. Infinite

plasma conductivity.

WHYRAP pressure solution for the cylindrical

imploding diaphragm problem, with and without

tangential B-field. Infinite plasma conductivity

and other parameters same as Fig. 2.

S. Simple benchmark timewise voltage distribution for

radiationless, = l.6- implosions. N
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T Tmewise dS t-i ition cf ra,'allv maximum aer.sit

or , V 6-Ar with no radiation.

n, :=0 = X 10 Cm and 10 Cm Withl

classical, 50 times multiplier and Sagdeev

resistivities.

10. Radial distribution of T for - .6-,e
max = -

nT 't = 1C cm aroon at t = 15. nsec

(classical and t - S nsec (0 x multirlier <I.

ii. Radial distributions of n1 for the same conditions

as Fic. 10.

i" .  Radial distributio-, - of n for ' = 1.6-,

maxt0 is -
Sx 10 cm Argon at t = 180 nsec

x multiplier r' and t = 182 nsec (Sagdeev 'j

13. Radial distribution of ion number density, at

t = 0, measured from the Physics International

Pithon Shot No. 1440.

14. Radial distributions of n e and nI at t = 81.0- and

201.2 nsec, assuming a uniform width, 39 cell mesh

with Ar, T(t=0 = I el, the n, distribution of

Fig. 13, and the voltage distribution of Table 3.

I_. Radial distributions of Te for the conditions of

Fig. 14.

lb. Radial distribution of radiant power for the

conditions of Fig. 14.
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TiM,.-,ise d:stribut lcn cf ,a,; a n-, enerPcv'Ie: un-

_enzth for the conditions of Fig. 14 , assum ng

both uniform cell width and re:oned meshes.

lS. .NI = 0.025 rezoned cell widths, at t = 82.Cl, and

10C.- nsec, for a 39 cell mesh with Ar, T~t=0, eV,

the nI distribution of Fic. 13 and the voltage

distribution of Table .

19. Radial distribution of ne and nI at t = 82.01 and

100. - nsec, assuming a - 0.02; re-oned -0 cell mes't.

20. Radial distributions of T for the conditions of
C

Fig 18.

21. Radial distribution of normalized radiant power

for the conditions of Fig. 18.

2. Voltage-time profile employed in the SPLAT and

comparative WHYPAD calculations.

2?. Timewise distribution of radiant energy for b, 12,

and 24 one mil AZ wires of 3 cm length, employing

the voltage profile of Fig. 22 with T(t-01 = 10 eV.

2. Radial ne and nI distributions at t = 125.8 nsec,

n,(t=0) distribution for 12 wires.

25. Radial Te and normalized radiant power distribu-

tions at t = 125.8 nsec, Te (t=0 distribution for

12 wires.

26. Timewise voltage and current distributions for a

Maxwell Laboratory Blackjac k V pulse.
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oRac:al AZ ion and electron nu.ber densities a-

t = 103.- and 118.5 nsec for V,= 150 _gm, with

the Fig. 26 Blackjack V voltage driver.
Cs. Radial A T and normalized radiant Power distribu-

tions at the same conditions of Fig. :7.

29. Timewise cross sectionally-averaged normalized
radiative power distribu-ions fer M = 50 and

100 .gm, with the Fig. 26 Blackjack V voltage driver.

30. Timewise cross sectionally-averaged normalized

radiative power distributions for M = 150 and

300 !gm, with the Fig. 26 Blackjack V voltage

driver.

31. Timewise distribution of the total normalized

radiation energy for M = 50, 100, 150 and 300 gm,

using the Fig. 26 voltage driver.

Timewise cross sectionally-averaged normalized

radiative power distributions for M = 50 igm Ai

and Ar, no-L shell line contributions, with the

Fig. 26 voltage driver.

Timewise cross sectionally-average normalized

radiative power distributions for M = 100 Lgm Ak

and Ar, no-L shell line contributions, with the

Fig. 26 voltage driver.

34. Timewise distributions of the total normalized

radiation energy for NI = 100 igm A.x and Ar, no-L

shell line contributions, with the Fig. 26 voltage driver.
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Timewise distributions cf the total normali-ed

radiation energv for I = 100 ,gm Ai, employing

both classical and 50 times anomalousIy multiplied

36. L-shell emission intensity for M = 150 ,gm A£ at

t = 105.- nsec, computational radial extent, R",

is 0.36 cm. 0. 03 - hv 5 0.21 keV.

L-shell emission intensity, same conditions as

Fig. -b. 0.21 ho 0.42 keV.

38. K-shell emission intensity, same conditions as

Fic. b. I.50 s h - 2. 50 keV.

39. :-ray diode intensity distribution, same conditions

as Fig. 36. 0.01 < h; i 10 ke\V.

40. L-shell emission intensity for NI = 150 lgm Ak

at t = 11S.S nsec, computational radial extent,

R5 is 0.18 cm. 0.03 r hv : 0.21 keV.

41. L-shell emission intensity, same conditions as

Fig. 40. 0.21 s h', s 0.42 keV.

42. K-shell emission intensity, same conditions as

Fig. 40. 1.50 5 hv s 2.50 keV.

43. X-ray diode intensity distribution, same conditions

as Fig. 40. 0.01 s hy s 10 keV.

44. WHYRAD program flow chart.
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DIRECT SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION OF TRANSFER
USING FREQUENCY- AND ANGLE-AVERAGED

PHOTON-ESCAPE PROBABILITIES FOR
SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRIES

J. P. APRUZESE
Science Applications. Inc.. McLean. VA :2.o. U.S.A.

(Rcceire :- Sep:ember 1990)

Abstract-A previously developed technique for solving the transfer equation ditrecti by using frequency-
and angle-averaged escape probabilities in a planar. Doppler-broadened medium is generalized to encom-
pass spherical and cy!indrical geometries, as well as a Lorentz opacity profile. Two ke. elements permit this
encralizaion io be made The first is a reciprocit% theorem relating the coupling constant from cell i to cell

jto that from cell i 
to cell i The second is the use o a universal but accurate mean angle of diffusiV11%

1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper. it has been shown that line photon-escape probabilities can be utilized to
obtain exact solutions of the transfer equation in a Doppler-broadened. plane-parallel medium.
The central quantity needed to apply this technique. the coupling constant C,. is equal to the
probability tha: a pho:on emitted in a cell of finite size i traverses the distance between cells ;
and j and is absorbed in cell j. This coupling constant is simply the probabilit. that a photon
emitted in cell i reaches the closest surface of cell j minus the probability that it reaches the
rear surface of cell j. The simplicity of the plane-parallel geometry allows the frequency-
averaged line escape probabilit\ Pi 7,d to be readily angle-averaged as

In this paper. the plane-parallel formalism is extended to spherical and cylindrical geometries.
where no such simple integral as Eq. 11) applies. In addition. the technique is extended to the
case of a Lorentz profile by means of simple, but highly accurate, analytic fits to P,. The
technique developed here may also be extended to the case of a Voigi profile. provided that
computational. efficient evaluations of P, as a function of optical depth and damping constant
are available.

CALCULLATION OF THE COUPLING CONSTANTS IN

SPHERICAL OR CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY

The ease of determining photon coupling constants in planar geometry stems partially from
the fact that each cell occupies 2- steradians. as measured from each other cell. In spherical or
c% lindrical geometr%. this relation clearly does not hold and the greatest calculational difficulties
are anticipated %hen computing the coupling constant from an outer to an inner cell. which
involves complicated integration over solid angle. Use of the following reciprocity relation for
coupling constants overcomes this potential difficulty:

C,, = c~j,,:N ,. (2)

shere C,, and C,, are the coupling constants defined in the introduction and N, and N, are equal
to the total number of absorbers-iatoms. ions. or molecules in cells i and j. respectively. These
coupling constants are analagous to the collision probabilit. matrix of neutron transport theory,
for which a similar reciprocity relation exists ' To prove Eq. (21. we note that

N-, 5-" c, , ,

A -
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where c,,, is the coupling constant between the kth atom in cell j and the mth atom in cell i:
here. the "'atom' refers aiso to ions or moiecules. Equation (3) states that the total coupling
constant from cell ito cell i is the sum of the coupling constants bet%; een the individual atoms
of the cefis. normalized b% dividing b% the number of atoms in the cell originating the photon.
Sinze the coupling constant bet\keen atom k and atom m equals that oetween atom , and atom
k isince the photon path is the same it folioa s that

N;N' N; N

c=, = c.,,N, = 2 c,.,N,: (4)
A-1 -1 .. ) L-1

dividing Eq. (3) by Eq. (4) yields Eq. (2). Equation (2) allows computation of the coupling
constants connecting inner to outer cells only: the outer-to-inner cell coupling constants are
then obtained from the reciprocity relation.

In practice, it has proven possible to obtain quite accurate results by tracing the photon-
escape probability over a single mean angle of diffusivity from the inner to the outer cell. In
Fig. I. this process is graphically illustrated for coupling cell 2 to cell 4. The ray along which the
P, are calculated intersects the radius at the mean diffusivity angle j'. the value of which is
discussed below. Since the escape probabilities must be averaged over the originating cell, the
coupling constant is given by

C:,= [P, r(7-r)- P . -7 )]d7. (5)

where ;. -. and -,. are optical depths (see Fig. 1) and P, refers to the photon-escape
probability along the chosen mean ray and is no: angle-aseraged. Simple but quite accurate
expressions for the single ra. escape probability have been fitted as a function of line center
optical depth - for Doppler and Lorentz profiles. For a Doppler profile. the following
expressions are used:

P,(T-) I Al( +" 0.65-,'4 0.29-,2). r 5.18: (6a)

0.546847
) vln7 '>5.18. (6b)

Fig I The method used to obtain coupling constants connecting an inner cell (2) with an outer cell 14, is
illustrated for spherical or cylindrical geometries The quantities r., -r,. and 7, are the line-cenier optical
depth. along the indicated segments Escape probabitities are calculated alone the ra% ai a mean angle t,

intersecting the radial at the center of the inner cell The determination of 6 is discussed in the test

A- 3
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Equ:5tion ,a. deviates from the exact Doppler profile escape prcbabilitI in its domain by a
maximurn of 4- and the maximum deviation of Eq (661 is also 41. Holstein, obtained the
exac: e\press.ior corresponding to Eq. (6b) for - . viz.

P, (7) =(6z

%hich differs from Eq. 6b b% just over 31. Equation (6b) is utilized rather than the
infinite-optical-depth limit of Eq. (6ci because it is more accurate at lo~er optical depths where
more photon coupling occurs and it joins smoothly at = 5.1S to the poiynomial expression
gi\en in Eq. (6a).

For a Lorentz profile, the analytic approximations to P, are also divided into twko line-center
optical depth domains on each side of -= 5.1 & For - < 5.18.

P,(-r) = I./I.-- 0.58572-r) (

is adopted whereas, for -r > 5.18. the following expression is used (which is the exact limit as

P,(r I 'A ONrl (b

Equations (7a) and (TN differ from the exact escape probability by a maximum of 8%: in both
cases, the maximum discrepanc. occurs in the vicinit\ of = 5.18. For - < 3.4 and - > 13. the
accurac. is better than 3. The two expressions join smoothly at = 5.18.

A prin:ipal question related to the use of this technique involves the specific angle 6 along
which the rays should be traced to obtain the best coupling constants. These coupling constants
are directtl calculated only from the inner cells to outer cells, as discussed above. Any photon
emitted from cell i whose radius of curvature is much less than that of cell i will travel nearly
along the local radius when it reaches the vicinity of the outer cell j. Therefore. the value of C,
obtained is quite insensitive to the choice of e when cell i is located close to the origin relative
to cell j. If the angle 8 is chosen to provide high accuracy when cells i and j have nearly the
same radius of curvature (i.e.. in the planar limiti, the scheme represented in Fig. I will
automatically scale the C, correctly as cell i draws closer to r = 0. Therefore. will be chosen
to give accurate results for the planar limit, viz.

Since. according to Eqs. (6) and T-). P, -r) depends on the line profile. the best value of 6 will
also be profile-dependent. In this paper. the analysis will be confined to the cases of astrophy-
sical and lo h-to-medium density laboratory plasmas whose line cores are dominated by Doppler
broadening and whose line wings are Lorentzian. Surprisingly. the & which are chosen
according to these considerations also give excellent results for a pure Lorentz line (see below').

The value of which gives exact results for large optical depth is readily obtainable from
Eqs. (6c). (7b). and (91. For a Doppler profile. letting 2 = cos 6 where In >,- In g.

r\ [ In~, )] (, r { n(r,'Ou 1]

p =. (9Ix:r nr -,I u Ir~rn I

For a Lorentz profile. we must have

A- 4



The error in thc angie-.. erai~d ,pe proK-ii:t . :er- - ,, td ith I ZhOC, O:
S= c , re. the-efor. f or Doppler and Lorenz profiles

P, (Doppler:= (Ilta,
P,

and

(Lorentz= I\ 0- 1. (H lb)

respectively. Thus. choice of a 4 which is not exact at large - leads to a constant error and not
a constantly increasing error in P,. Since the photoexcitation of line radiation is generalls
dominated by absorption of photons in the high-opacity Doppler core which are generally
emitted within a fe% optical depths. the condition of high accuracy at large 7 cannot be the sole
criterion for the choice of .. To guide this choice, errors in the Doppler P, associated with use
of various 4 have been calculated numericallI for more modest optical depths. It is found that.
for 1.5 -, < x. 4 somewhat larger than 0.5 is required for exact agreement: a maximum 4 of
0.54 is required at - = 3.4. For 7 < 1.5, 4 smaller than 0.5 is required for exact agreement: as

0-0. all 4 tend toward the correct P, = 1. In view of these results. the value 4 0.51 has been
adopted for the following calculations. This value is accurate to :c at -.=-x and is slightly
better than p = 0.50 for the important coupling region 1.8 s - -25. Moreover. even for a pure
Lorentz profile. = 0.51 is accurate to better than 10W- for all 7 > I and. according to Eq. l11bi.
is accurate to 7% as - x. No claim is made here that = 0.51 is the best choice under all
circumstances. It is. however, a reasonable choice for our applications and yields good
acreement \sith exact solutions of several diverse transfer problems. There is also a self.
compensating aspect of the coupling constant technique for solving transfer equations %hich
tends to reduce the sensitivity of the results to the choice of 4. The source function in each cell
is established b photon coupling from within the cell and from other cells. If. for example. the
chosen d is too large, the escape probabilities from other distant cells to the cell in question will
be overestimated, generally leading to an overestimate of the coupling. HowAever. the overes-
timate of P, from the local cell paitialiy compensates for this effect by reducing the local
coupling which is proportional to (I - P,i. As is shown in Ref. 1. small errors in the coupling
matrix do not result in large source-function errors.

As a precaution and to ensure consistency, the N coupling constants from cell i to other
cells j are renormalized. as will now be described. First. the probability of escape from the
entire plasma from cell i is calculated along the chosen 6. This quantity. P, must be equal to

- C.. It can he found to be siigh:3l differen: because of numerical noise: therefore the C, are

multiplied b\ the factor needed to make this sum over j equal to It - P,j.

3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH EXACT SOLUTIONS

The most meaningful test of our formalism is the following: hov closely are we able to
reproduce exact solutions of basic transfer problems in spherical or cylindrical geometry? The
technique of using the coupling constants. once obtained, to solve for the steady-state line
source function is described in Ref. I. Briefli. the equation for the steady-state upper le el
population of a two-level atom in cell i is written as

d---= 0 =  Z.NV- ,,A,C,, - N ,i A4,," D,. (121

where .N, and N,', are the upper and loier lesel population, of cell i. respectL\el. A.: is the
spontaneous transition probabilit\ isec-). C,. is the coupling constant from cePi i to cell i a,
preiousl. defined, and 1, and D, are the total collisional population and depopulation rates.
respeciiely. of the upper lesel in cell i. For the cases studied. the absorption coefficient and

A- 5
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C~n fi~ . , A %e a J p, i~on fr., en: a lso' ai o the lo~ er le -opu-ion \
,e '~ lttrin teln, of the upper icei e population N. for a. to-ie\ el atom sinze

k ,BA - N

.' nee the B are the stimnulated absorption and emission probabilities. Solving Eq. (121 for th.e
ts-i'~l-:u.thu!s reduzes to an in\ ersior. of an N, x N\ matrix. The requiremnents i mposed on

the W.D and . stem from the fact tha:. the comparison cases specif\ the Piancl: function
; patiall\ and also the quenching parameter P, which is the ratio, of collisional to total deca\ of
!he upPer state. The ". D and .. of Eq. 121 are chosen to be compatible w ith the specified
Planck function and quenching parameter. The C are calculable from the fixed absorption
c.oefficie nt.

The results of comparisons with previously published solutions to basic transfer problems
are presented in Figs. 2-4. In Fig. 2. comparison is made with the hollow-sphere calculations of
Kunasz and Hummer.' The cylindrical calculations of Avery et a!.5 are repeated with the
present method and the results exhibited in Fig. 3. The comparisons of Fig. 3 are confined to
cases where the cylinders are long compared to their widths, since the present techniques apply
to infinite c' linders. Finally'. since the mean. diffusivit\ angle used in these calculations is most
accurate for a Doppler profile. a comparison with pure Lorentz profile solutions obtained by
A\vrett and Hummer' is presented in Fig. 4 to determine the applicabilit% of ~i0.51 to Lorentz
and hence to \'oigt profiles.

It is self-evident from the three figures that the method yields ery good accuracy. The
maximum deviation of the calculated source function from that given by accurate solutions is
25%7' for the cylindrical and spherica! cases. w&ith most of the cur~es lying within 15% of the
pre. iousl% obtained %values. For the planar Lorentz profile. the maximum error is I 0%. Although
exact solutions are ciearl\ not obtained bN using this formalism, the aCCUrac\ is more than
acceptable considering that the technique obviates entirely the need for either frequency- or
ancie -integrati on. As, might be expected. the largest number of cells required to obtain this
accurac\ C75 was needed for the stringent test of the Kunasz-Hummer cases, where both
the absorption coefficient and the Planck function var\ as r.The smallest number of cells was

--- ---- --- - -
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Di~ecl kowtior. of tre equaion of transfer

these quantltie are gien for the cases of pure Doppler and pure Lorenz line profiles. The
technique presented is quite advantageous numericall. in that t ehinmnales frequency and angle
tr:ecrations a, small cost in accura.y. It is also readily adaptable to different physical situations.
For instance. for high-density plasmas for % hich Stark broadening dominates the line profile, the
e,.ape probsbilit. formulae given by WeisheiW" could be readil. employed.

Perhaps the main drawback to our approach (and the principa! area for further %\ork on this
technique, is that profile-averaged escape probabilities are most easily obtained and used for
spatially constant line profiles. When density and/or temperature gradients are present in such
degree as to affect P,( -) significantly. the accuracy of this approach will deteriorate. Obtaining
fits to Pi -) in the presence of such gradients is the only way to restore accuracy.

Acknoiedgmnt-This work was suppored by the Naval Research Laboratory.
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B% self-consistently calculating x-ra. spectra from first principles, we hase delineated the relationships betmeen thr
spectrum and the state of compression and heating of a neon plasma ir detail. A collisionai-r.idiative mode
including Stark line profiles is used to determine the htghl ionized high-densit. states of neon One of our
calculated spectra reproduces remarkabl. well an experimenta spectrum obtained from laser implosion b\ Yaakoh
t al. and indicates compression conditions significantl\ different from those obtained assuming the %aliditt of i..*.

thermodynamic equilibrium. Imphtations of our calculations for spectroscopic diagnoses of fusion pl1.m1-ial
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION It. PLASNIA MOD)EL

One of the most widely used techniques to diag- For spectrum calculations we have employed a
nose the properties of transient fusionlike plasmas detailed multistate. multilevel mode, of ionized
is to analyze their x-ray emissions. In an example neon in the context of coilisional-radiatlive equilib-
of the use of such methods. Yaakobi 0 a0. have rium and an assumed spherical _,eomelrv. Sincr
measured the K-series emission spectrum from a virtually all of the neon at peak compression con-
neon plasma produced by laser implosion of a sists of lithiumlike or more highly srtppec ions.
glass microbaLioon filled with neon at 8.6 atm the model includes only the ground states for
pressure. Using a methodology that assumed the Ne I-Ne VII. For lithiuntlike Ne VUI. the atomic
ionization conditions of the plasma and that ac- model includes the excited states l.,-2p. -3-. -3p.
counted for opacity and Stark broadening of the -3(,. and -4d. For hlihumlike NeIX. we have the
Lyman-o and Stark broadening of the Lyman-a excited-state manifold ls2s 1N'. l-2, '. 1.,2p 'P.
and Lyman-) lines, they ascribed a density of and the i? = 3 andu = I singlet states. For Ne X.
0.26 g cm' (ion density, 7.8 >, 1021 cm-1t to the Pi 2. 3. 4. and 5 as well as ii = I are included.
neon emission region. From the measured l:ne All of the lines appearing in the Rochester
intensity ratios l(Ly,3) I(l--l3pt and l(Lyo) spectrum (L.o , . and . Ne IX ls 2-ls3p 'P.
I Lyd). an electron temperature of 300 eV was Is -ls4p 1P. as well as ls2-1.,2p P) are calcu-
inferred in the context of an LTE plasma model lated by self-consistently solving fully coupled
whose line radiation was assumed to be a Planck nonlinear radiation transport and rate equations.:
function -saturated. In this paper, we show that a Most importantly, the calculation also includes
theoretically sell-consistent. steady-state analysis the self-consistently computed effects of Dopplei .
of all the main features of such spectra can be Siark,2 and mass-motonal line broadeiin,. Addi-
carried out that is based on a first -principles cal- tionally, the calculated spectra are convolved %lith
culatton in which the only free parameters are the 1.5 eV of experimental (Gaussian) broadening.:
average plasma properties of temperature. densi- However, in most cases. as pointed out by Yaako.bi
t-. size. and velocity profile. This analysis leads ir/ al.. the experimental broadening has little or nu
to a set of general principles governing the reia- effect due to the large Stark linewidths. The rate
tionships of high density, optically thick plasma equations and the radiative transport equation are
properties to their emitted spectra. As a specific also used to solve in detail for the continuum radi-
example of the application of such principles, we ation arising from recombination from the bare
demonstrate that our calculations reproduce well nucleus to the i = 1 and 2 states of Ne X. and from
the neon experimental spectrum discussed above Ne X n = 1 to Ne IX 1.&iS and 1,2p 'P.-'
and lead to a diagnosis of significantly lower den- With the exception of electron collisional excita-
sitv and higher temperature. Furthermore. our tion rate coefficients and spontaneous decay rates.
investigation allows an exposition of how and why the methods ot calculating the various rate coelfi-
a self-consistent physical model reproduces an cients used in this study have been described ini
experimental spectrum. while a simpler but in- detail in previous pal)ers." and only brief reer -
appropriate model such as LTE may lead to ntis- ence A-ill be made to these. Ever state is cuu-
calculation and or misinterpretation of the spec- pled to the next (enerceticalkvI hi,.hest rti,,l
trum. state. by collisional ionizatin tl :. oh

'  
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como:nalion. Additionally, photoionization and ferent Doppler shifts caused ly the :nhomoceneouf
radiative recombination are computed in detail for velocity profile of a plasma in.plosior on ne
Ehe states mentioned above. The collisional ion- emitted line profiles-has been included in tne
.zaio!- rates are calculated by Seaton's prescrip- radiation transport algorithm. These effects wil.
tLion, and the p totoionization cross sections are be fully discussed in an upcoming paper, but in
calculated in the hydrogenic approximation, using the particular results of this paper it served us
effective free-bound Gaunt factors Collisional- mainly to confirm what nad been suspected, that
and total-radiative recombination rates are then even at implosion velocities of 2 x 0' cm sec- , 4

calculated as the detailed balance of these. How- the effects are small due to the large Stark: widths
ever, the details of the frequency dependence of of the lines at high density. For lower density
the hydrogenic photoionization cross sections are plasmas the effects can be quite significant but it
replaced by a simpler exponential profile for the is of little concern here.
recombination process.2 In addition, adjacent In the analysis detailed below, spectra calculated
ground states are coupled by dielectronic recombi- for steady-state plasma conditions are used to in-
nawions found by summing capture rates over a terpret an experimental, time-integrated spec-
manifold of states above the ionization limit which trum. While this approach may at first seem
then decay via cascade to the ground state, questionable, it was justified for the cases con-

Excited levels of a given ion are coupled to the sidered here-short-pulse Nd laser drivers-by
other excited states in the model and to the ground Yaakobi et al.ii in their letter on argon-filled glass
state by electron collisional excitation and de- microballoon experiments. They found from ex-
excitation, and by spontaneous radiative decay. tensive hydrodynamical simulations of spherical
Collisional couplings include forbidden and spin- target compressions that the most energetic emis-
flip transitions as well as those which are dipole sion of hydrogenlike lines occurs during a 10-psec
allowed. For Ne X. the Coulomb-Born approxima- time interval during which the plasma properties
tion was used. while a distorted-wave calculation change little, spatially or temporally. These theo-
with exchange 1 was used to calculate the coeffi- retical results, coupled with the fact that our
cients for Nevm and Ne IX. Comparisons of these analysis obtains striking agreement with experi-
two methods have been made for several transi- ment, indicate that this assumption can be pro-
tions in hydrogenlike Al XIII ,2 and excellent agree- ductively employed under these conditions to inter-
ment was obtained. pret the emission properties of plasma cores under

As mentioned above, Line photon reabsorption is spherical compression.
taken into account by solving the radiation trans-
port equation for six selected resonance lines, I. COMPRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
five of which appear in the published Rochester WITH CALCULATED SPECTRA
spectrum' (taken by Yaakobi et al.) and are gener-
ally used as diagnostics for neon- or argon-filled It is widely recognized that pellet compression
pellet targets. The present model neglects the along a low adiabat is most desirable in achieving
effect of radiation reabsorption for lines which maximum density prior to thermonuclear ignition.
couple two excited states. even though such lines Hence, a major goal of laser-driven pellet com-
are optically thick in some of the cases discussed pression experiments is to obtain the highest pos-
beiow. This simplification, however, results in sible implosive drive while minimizing preheat.
no sicnificant error in these cases. where the Knowledge of the degree to which this goal is met
density is so high that collisional rates coupling experimentally may be obtained from a variety of
excited states vastly exceed radiative rates and techniques, and one of the prime tools available
thus dominate the cross coupling of these levels, is spectroscopy. For this purpose, one must know
Unless these lines appear in the spectrum to be the sensitivity of the emitted spectrum to the
analyzed. it is not necessary to perform the radi- plasma's density and temperature. Figure 1 pre-
aton :ransport calculations for them. The same sents three neon spectra calculated for a spherical
principle does not apply for the resonance lines plasma in CRE. They illustrate the evolution of
dominating most spectra. where the reduced col- the emitted spectrum as the same mass of neon is
lision rates and higher radiative rates result in progressively compressed to higher densities and
comparable importance for collisions and radia- lower temperatures (i.e.. along lower adiabats).
:ior.. or e,.en radia:ion dominance in the couplings. The lower the adabat. the closer to the top of the

Details of the radiation transport and photocou- figure the spectrum appears. Increased density is
plin; :alculatio:s are given elsewhere2 '

i and will primarily reflected in the widening o. the lines due
not be riaborated here. However. an additional both to larger intrinsic Stark Aid*ns and possible
feat.re--the calculation of the effects of the dif- opacity broadening. This effect has _,een utilized
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FIG. 1. Three calculated spectra are shown which il- /_
lustrate, from bottom to top, the changes in spectral
signature which occur as a constant neon mass is com-
pressed to higher densities and colder temperatures.
The spectra are calculated assuming that the neon 1.00 112 124

plasma is in collisional-radiative equilibrium (CREi. ENERGY (k@Vl
The exterior pellet temperatures decrease from those of
the core in accordance with the gradient described in FIG. 2. The top spectrum was obtained hY Yaasobi ,I

the text. Only the middle spectrum includes the (negii- al. at the University of Iloclester from a liaser-implodcl
giblet pumping effect of the Na , impurity line at 1.13 microballoon filled with t.6 atmospheres of lcon. 'hei

keV. Lxttom two spectra were calculate. assum;niz CRE. The
middle spec~rum provides thc test lit to tine top one :ind
arise. trom a plasma of T,= 31 5 eV, r= 11.4 n it: .at

for argon compression diagnostics in the case )f 4.5 , 1 v- r) "n . The bottom sf4ctrur.n would I. emnitted

optically thin nonopacttv broadened Stark linest oy a plasma of T,= 300 eV. i.- pn', at Nj:7.- ,l11"
. . , (.nlo3.

The line profiles ;as opposed to line intensities)
are relatively insensitive to temperature.

t  
How-

ever, effects of opacity broadening are specifically
illustrated below in the interpretation of the Roch- we have determined that the effect is negligible fot
ester neon experimental spectrum' taken by Yaakobi these dense plasmas with high collisional cross-

C't al. coupling rates between excited states. Therefore.
The pronounced temperature sensitivity of the the line has been omitted in sone ol the calculated

emitted spectra is also apparent in Fig. 1. As the spectra presented in Figs. 1-3. since its effect on
temperature is decreased from 600 to 450 to 250 the level populations is negligible.

eV. the intensity of the helium-like Is'-l.3p t'P Equally apparent as the hehum line intensity
line at 1.074 keV increases dramatically relative change is the relative increase in the continuum

to the hydrogen-like NeX lines. In the Rochester radiation arising from recombination to the ground
spectrum. the Ne IX ls

2
-l.4p 1p line (at 1.127 keV) state of Ne IX as the temperature decreases. In-

was obscured by the impurity line NaX 1s..1s2p Ip. deed. at a temperature of 250 eV the Lyi3 and Ly.
which is equal in wavelength to I part in IW. In lines which sit on top of this continuum feature

fact this sodium line will optically pump the NeIX whose edge lies at 1.196 keV) are more properly

level populations to some degree due to this close regarded as tine-contnuunt features" rather than
resonance. In the middle spectrum of Fig. 1 the pure lines. The appearance of this str"t., ciLtint-
effect of this impurity line has been included-the um edge can place strong cons:.raints on theo dia_-
intensity having been derived from our computed nosed temperature. Also, the continuum mKiuctt\
fit to the Rochester spectrum' (taken by Yaakobi may significantly aflect both the shape an(o st rtV, ntht
,/ al.) in Fig. 2. We included the sodium pumping of the observed features arising frotm bound I'\ el

line by assuming that the flux directed inward transitions. Simnilarly. ionization b, line pi,-
from the microballoon toward the neon filler is tols-especially important when the lines are ver\

the same as the inferred flux directed outward. wide due to Stark effects-ma\ siunticantl% afitct
However, by calculating the emitted neon spectrum the ionization balance t the plasma.
without the pumping influence of the impurity line, Having noted the spectral differences artsim'
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he _ understood by comparing the predicted 300-eV

,s ,spectrum to the experimental one. The presence
1, is*,--,, :, of the prominent continuum feature-the Ne D

-, h ,ground-state ionization edge-in the 300-eV pre-
,-i ,--, dicted spectrum is not matched by a similar fea-

ture in the experimental one. An explanation for
its absence is that the experimental plasma con-
tains less NeIX and is therefore at a higher tem-

M..PoI ,.l.4, cRE. v PROF ES perature, where more of the heliumlik:: peon is•OP59 -r. .. 4ur CRE. VA16'. PROionized. This degree of reduction of the continuum
feature as the temperature increases is clearly
evident in the theoretical spectra of Fig. 1, which

I.30ih ... LUserved as a guide in obtaining the Fig. 2 fit to the
Rochester experiment. A core temperature of 385
eV was needed to lower the calculated feature

MAP (W)i which is weak or nonexistent in the experimental
spectrum. Moreover, temperatures higher than

FIG. 3. The three calculated spectra shown represent 385 eV were found to produce a NeIX Is2-1s3p IP
the results of employing commonly used, but inaccurate,
approximations. The top spectrum would be emitted by line which was too weak to match the experimental
a neon plasma with pure Voigt line profiles whose condi- line. Even at T= 400 eV, the Fig. 2 comparison of
tions are those of the "best fit" of Fig. 2. The middle calculated and experimental spectra deteriorated
spectrum maintains the same physical conditions as the noticeably in this regard. Any temperature below
top, but Stark line profiles and LTE are assumed. The 385 eV raises the helium continuum again produc-
bottom spectrum arises from the same mass of plasma 2ng a significant deterioration in the agreement
assumed to be in LTE but with a temperature of 300 eV even at our diagnosed density of 4.5 x1021. Our
and a radius of 10 par.. The sodium impurity line at ability to zero in on 385 eV as the likely te-
1.13 KeV is included in these spectra."" perature in this manner strikingly illustrates both

the need and the value of utilizing all of the infor-
mation in the spectrum.

from changes in density and temperature, we in- The Rochester analysis yielding T, - 300 eV was
vestigated the possibility of obtaining a fit to the based upon Planckian line ratios generated by an
Rochester experimental spectrum' using our first- LTE plasma. By contrast we find that a neon plas-
principles ionization calculation, in which only ma of Te = 300 eV, X', = 7.8 x10 21 cm "s, and r = 9.5
temperature, density, size, and velocity variations Am has not reached LTE. Of the ionic species,
in plasma conditions could be made. only the NeX concentration is close to its LTE

The results of this effort are graphically sum- value. NeXI (bare nucleus) is about half of what
marized in Fig. 2, where the Rochester experi- would be expected in LTE, while heliumlike NeIX
mental spectrum (taken from Ref. 1) and two cal- has twice its LTE concentration. Mr-eover, the
culated spectra are displayed. The middle spec- excited states of NeX, whose radiatie decay don }-
6rum of Fig. 2 represents an excellent fit to the inates the spectrum, are present to a far smaller
experimental spectrum displayed at the top of the degree than would be the case in LTE. The LTE
figure. This"best-fit" calculated spectrum would excited-to-ground-state ratios of NeX n=2. 3. 4.
arise from a spherical neon plasma of ion density and 5 are, respectively, 0.13, 0.16, 0.23, and
4.5x 10 21 cm-' and radius 11.4 Am, having an elec- 0.32. We find that the highest ratios occur in the
tron temperature of 385 eV from r=0 to r= 8.8 300-eV model plasma at r=0, where they are
Am that then decreased smoothly to 296 eV at the 0.05, 0.06, 0.09, and 0.13, respectively. In effect,
surface. This gradient was inferred in a previous the ionization-excitation state of the plasma lags
analysis of the degree of line self-reversals in behind what is required for LTE. At an ion density
such imploded plasmas. " and our present results of 7.8 x10" cm-', collisional processes dominate
support this gradient inference. Also shown in the coupling of the NeX excited states to each
Fig. 2 at the bottom) is the spectrum which would other. Hence, these ratios of populations of the
be emitted by a neon plasma characterized by the states lying above i = 2 to that of P = 2 do corres-
conditions originally inferred from the LTE analv- pond to the required LTE ratios. The NeX excited
ss in Ref. 1. These conditions are T, = 300 eV states are alsc in LTE with respect to the ground
(cons:an:;. N, = 7.8Y 10^1 cm - . and =9.5 Mm. state lying above (th( bare nucleus) due t ) the

The need for a higher temperature and lower strength of collisional ionizatrm and ret ombination
density than previously diagnosed is most readily processes. However, collisional excitation from
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and de-excitation to the NeX ground state from the ly thick interior based on the above two-level-
excited states is generally at least two orders of atom analysis. However, there are three separate

magnitude weaker than collisional cross couplings effects which in this case prevent LTE conditions
among the excited states. Collisional deexcita- from being established even in the. thick plasma

tion from the excited states to the ground state is interior. First, even though the optical depth of
also only about one-third as likely as spontaneous Lya is -200, the line wings are so prominent at

radiative decay to the ground state. Collisional this high density that the mean escape probablity
processes are therefore not strong enough to en- is found numerically to be 0.0t. Thus. .12,
force LTE between the ground and excited states ' 0.15 W, in the interior. According to Eq. 21

of the s.aoc species-NeX. Moreover. due to the this alone will reduce the N2 N, ratio to 0.67

large Stark widths, the optical depths of Lyp. 7, times that of LTE. The other two effect, which

etc., are 2.2 or lower, as described below. Since bring the actual ratio to only 0.38 times the LTE

these modest opacities do not permit multiple ratio are, first, a radiative leak in the Ly,; line.
photon scattering, the states n =3 and above are where 7-2, and, second, another photon escape
weakly photoexcited and remain far from LTE mechanism in the optically grey recombination

with respect to n = 1. However, since the optical continuum from the bare nucleus to the ground
depth of Ly a is -200, it might at first be sus- state of Nex. A multilevel analysis is necessary
pected that at least ) =2 would be in LTE with re- to clarify the detailed contributions of the latter
spect to the ground state. The fact that this is not two mechanisms.

the case may be understood by applying the condi- An accurate analytic treatment is possible in this
tions required for LTE to the rate equations af- case because the very large collisional rates coup-
fecting the two states n=l and 2. For simplicity ling the excited states (n=2, 3, 4, 5, and Nexi)
we first consider the two-level-atom case in an force the ratios of these states to each other to

optically thick plasma characterized by a line equal those of LTE, as confirmed by the calcu-
photon escape probability P. We let 1121 stand for lated population densities. Let L denote the LTE

the collisional deexcitation rate coefficient and ratio of state i to state . Then, the equation for
A-1 stand for the spontaneous emission coefficient. the steady-state coupling of NeX iu = I to the over-
The steady-state condition requires lying states becomes

6

where photon reabsorption is accounted for by + L, 2 (A, 1P,, t It ,)

diluting the spontaneous emission coefficient by a

factor equal to the mean photon escape probability. +4

From Eq. (1),

.2
'  

(2) In Eq. k4) 1). is the collisional rate coupling
x 1 it(.A(P. 2) states i and i, P., is the escape probability for

the photon emitted during a radiative transition
For N. N, to have the LTE population ratio of from state i to i, .Al,, is the spontaneous transition
these two levels, ( "2 we must have probability, and 

T
RIV, is the radiative recombina-

tion rate from the bare nucleus to NeX t = I. Equa-
tion (4) contains all of the important processes

Therefore, even a very optically thick plasma populating and depopulating Nex o = 1 at this tem-

can be far out of LTE if A21 It' to the extent perature and density. The processes which are

necessary to offset a small p . That is, the mere omitted-collisional recombination from NeXI and
existence of a small P. due to large optical depth its inverse, and ionization and recombination pro-

does not ensure the validity of Eq. (3). Therefore, cesses from and to NelX-are relatively unimpir-

the fact that Lv is quite thick in this case does tant compared to what is included. aod thus tht ir
not in itself lustify an LTE assumption. For the omission does not quantitativ(l. afiect this analy-
plasma conditions under consideration here. sis. Equation (4) is easily solved li,r .\2 \. Wht:,

a -2.51t ,. Therefore. LTE will not be valid the collisional rates and Einstein .- 's are inserted.

near the surface of the plasma, where P ' 0.5, the ratio . %, is found to be a function of the es-
since .42,P. Ii 21 in this region. Of course, the cape probabilities for a particular plasma tem-
emitted spectrum of optically thick lines tends to perature. density, and size. For Ly, . the numer-

be dominated by surface emission. Nevertheless, ical results yield P," -0.7. and for the Pi 1 re-
one still might expect LTE to prevail in the optical- combination continuum P.., 0.3. The Ly. radia-
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:;on leak in concert with Ly,, ). and 5 would re- The self-reversal itself is a well-Known effect of
duce .' . to 0.65 tim6s the LTE ratio; inclusiun large line opacity in a non-LTE plasma. Reducing

' : the free-bound continuum leak brings the ratio the linewidth by reducing the density from 7.8 xl101
i,.wn to the actual 0.05, which is 0.38 that of LTE. to 4.5 x10" cm turns the self-reversal into a
Photon escape in Ly) and Ly makes little differ- "shoulder" which is more consistent with experi-
ence since their spontaneous transition probabili- ment. The increased temperature of 385 eV re-
ties are factors of 4.4 and 13.5, respectively, be- duces the fraction of ground state NeX, and thus
low that of Lyp. the Lv opacity, contributing to this effect. The

In summary, escape of radiation in the optically width of the opacity-broadened Lyo line is also in
grey Lyp and NeXI continuum transitions adds to very good agreement with experiment when this
the radiation escape in the line wings of Lya and lower density is assumed, as is apparent in Fig. 2.
prevents LTE from being established even in the
plasma interior. While the strong collisional coup- IV. EFFECTS OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS
ling of the states above NeX n = I forces n = 3 and ON THE CALCULATED SPECTRA
above into LTE with n =2, it in turn adds to the
escape of radiation emitted during decays of these We hae seei ave t ntr the profil
levels and further reduces all the excited-state no teae videsumption s Hia
populationsstae of these high-density neon plasmas. How-
lack of detailed balancing of all of the NeX radia- ever, it is of interest to invert the analysis and
laiof dtile by reasancio eng othe NTe rdi- examine spectra calculated using these erroneous
on-i.e., by reabsorption-prevents LTE condi- assumptions :. order to estimate the magnitude

tions from being established, of error. Figure 3 displays three spectra which
The need for a reduced density in order to ex-

plain the observed spectrum (from 7.8 x102 to
4.5 X1021 cm 3 ) is implied by two features of the used, but inaccurate approximations. The top

predicted spectrum at 7.8 x10 2 cm 3 ; namely, spectrum was computed using conditions identical

the Lv. Ly,:, and L"> lines are too wide, and to those of the "best fit" to the experimental spec-
trum at the top of Fig. 2, except that Voigt rather

the Lyo line exhibits a self-reversal which is not than Stark line profiles were used. Consequently,
observed. We will first consider the question of the much narrower lines of this spectrum bear
the LyS and 7- lines. As previously mentioned, the little resemblance to the observed spectrum or to
total concentration of hydrogenlike NeX in our
300-eV model plasma is roughly equal to the LTE the ortica S tofile spectr i t
value. However, since our excited-state densities dee oi2te ott two pect oig. 3are much less than the LTE amounts, the ground were computed with Stark profiles but with the
sae muhss ea than LTE deonstarin LTE assumption. Since the true excitation state ofstate has a greater than LTE density-varyingthpasaasbeidTwenTEsa-

75~ the plasma lags behind LTE, when LTE is as-
from "/5L- greater at the center (r=0) to 2.2 times sumed, the theoretical excitation state is in-
greater at the plasma surface. The reason for this creased, resulting in more ionization and less
spatial gradient is that the radiation field is less Ne IX. The reduced heliumlike neon is reflected
inte.se at the surface, which therefore, with less i ls ls3p1 P line. whih for
optical pumping. contains fewer bare nuclei and i the ery e i2T= 330 or 385 eV is much less intense than that
more hydrogenlike neon. The optical depths of which is measured. Also, the NeIX ground-state
Lv, and Ly) in coflisionai-radiative equilibrium recombination continuum is much reduced, espec-
are therefore about twice the previously assumed ially in the case of the 300-eV spectrum. Neither
LTE values. We find a peak optical depth of 2.2 LTE spectrum agrees with experiment. It is con-
for Ly, in contrast to the value of 1.2 that was iv TE spectrum o neon at a ch

ceivable that an LTE spectrum of neon at a much
previously used' to calculate the first-order opa- lower temperature might show a relatively in-
city-broadening correction. This results in a ISl
50 ". increase in linewidth because of the extracrae l) _jp1pinadthsgeeme
oacity iraeinineidth bee otfid th t tra closely with the experimental spectrum of Fig. 2.
opacity broadening. Also, we do not find that the However, the lower temperature would reduce the
Ly:. line is optically thin; instead, it has a peak collisional rates even further-meaning that LTE
optical depth of I.1. In summary, significantly would be an even more mappropriate model.
greater opacity broadening for both Ly and Ly) orp d
occurs ,n CRE tran in LTE, which forces a reduc-
tion in density in order to reduce the Stark and V SL'MMR) AND COCLUSIONS
opacity widths to fit the experimental spectrum.

As noted above, the 300-eV model plasma pre- We have utilized a first-principles. multistate,
dict an asymmetric self-reversal for Lya. This multilevel model of highly ionized, hiin-densit.
asymmnetry is due to the effects of plasma motion. neon to predict the emitted spectrum as a function
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of the compressed state of the plasma. The ap- it is our purpose here to illustrate the potential
pearance o1 the spectrum has been found to sen- o1 non-LTE spectroscopic analysis for obtaining

sittvely reflect this state, and the particular lea- accurate temperatures as well as accurate den..-

tures which change in accordance with the various ties. We have shown that despite the complexity
plasma properties have been noted and the under- of the dynamics of compression, detailed. realis-
lying physics discussed. The model has been found tic, and accurate modeling of the radiative output

capable of generating an excellent detailed fit to is both possible and fruitful.
a previously published experimental spectrum,
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by 82 A. Conditions in the pumped neon and aluminum plasmas, and in the pumping
silicon plasma, are calculated using a multistage, multilevel atomic model with multi-
frequency radiation transport. For modeling the pumping sodium line we have
inferred the intensity from a spectrum of a neon filled, laser-imploded glass micro-
balloon containing sodium impurities obtained at Rochester. It is found that peak gain
of about 100 cm"' occurs at ion densities of 1020 cm" 3 and 4 X 1020 cm " 3 in the
pumped neon and aluminum plasmas, respectively. At higher ion densities the inver-
sions are rapidly collisionally quenched. Temperatures required to maximize gain in the
pumped plasmas are found to be 50 eV and 100 eV, for neon and aluminum, respectively.
Plasmas of lower temperature do not contain enough of the active ion species, whereas
at higher temperatures the photon pumping of the upper levels results in excessive
ionization from these levels to the hydrogen-like species. Finally, since the pumping
silicon and pumped aluminum lines are slightly off resonance, we have investigated the
effect of streaming the plasmas toward each other at various velocities to offset some
or all of the wavelength difference. It is found that a streaming velocity of 6.8 X 107
cm sec-1 -fully offsetting the wavelength difference--will approximately triple the
achieved gain compared to the zero velocity case. Lesser increases in gain occur with
partial velocity offsets.
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PLASMA CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR ArrAINMENr OF MAXIMUM GAIN IN
RESONANTLY PHOTO-PUMPED Al XII AND Ne IX

I. Introduction

It has been suggestedl-4 that population inversions in plasmas may be

efficiently pumped by opacity broadened lines from different ionization

stages of the same element or from different elements in a two component

plasma. Experimental evidence5'6 has been presented for inversions of the

n = 4 and n-= 3 levels in Mg XII and Mg XI, which were pumped by resonant Lyox

and Is2-s2pl-P radiation in C VI and C V. The abovementioned lasing trans-
C

itions in Mg lie at -130 and 156 A for Mg XII and Mg XI, respectively. In

this paper we present a detailed analysis of the plasma conditions which

would be needed to optimally implement two promising lasing schemes utiliz-

ing resonant photoexcitation with considerably shorter lasing wavelengths

(82 A and 4 A). The radiation field--critical in a photoexcitation process-

is modeled in detail. The pumped and pumping transitions--as well as other

key optically thick lines--are calculated on a frequency grid allowing for

accurate modeling of broadening processes and frequency-dependent absorption.

Previous efforts at modeling short-wavelength resonantly photo-excited lasing

processes have employed assumed linewidths, line profiles arising from

uniform source functions2, assumed power densities 3'5 , or probability-of-

escape approximations4 . In another study 7, the pumped plasma was modeled

with a fine frequency grid but the pumping spectrum was assumed to be a

filtered Planckian. In section II our atomic model is described along

with the methodology for its employment for calculations for both the pumped

and pumping plasmas. In section III the equilibrium results are presented

for optimum plasma densities, temperatures, and relative velocities and the

relevant physical processes controlling these effects are analyzed.

Finally, we sumarize the work and present our basic conclusions in section
IV.

Manuscript submitted July 28, 1981.
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I. Description of Model and Calculations

A. Basic Details of Models

The photon pumping schemes to be analyzed are the following.

Scheme 1 would employ the Si XIII ls'-ls2p 1 P resonance line at 6.650 1 to

pump the Al XII is -ls3p P resonance line at 6.635 R, creating an inversion

of the n = 3 and n - 2 levels of Al XII. Scheme 2 utilizes the Na X

ls -ls2p P line at 11.00 1 to pump the Ne IX is ls4p 1P line at 11.001 ,

creating an inversion primarily in the n a 3 and n - 2 levels of Ne IX.

Scheme 1 results in stimulated emission at 44 R and scheme 2 at 82 k. Ionic

state and level densities as well as the radiation field are computed for

Al using the model described in ref. 7. For Si, a precisely analogous model

to Al--the same level structure and transitions--is employed. The Ne atomic

model is described in ref. 8. This model possesses an extra degree of

sophistication in that self-consistent Stark profiles9 are used for the line

opacity rather than the Voigt profiles employed for Al and Si. For Na, no

atomic model is employed. Rather, the profile of the pumping line at 11.00

is utilized as it was experimentally measured from glass impurities in a
10

laser implosion experiment at the University of Rochester . The multifre-

quency measured profile is modified within the pumped neon plasma by absorp-

tion and re-emission in the Ne line and this phenomenology is computed in

detail using the flux profile of the Na line as an input condition on the Ne

plasma. Further details are given below in subsection C. Results given

below are calculated for collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE).

B. Pumped Plasma Calculation

As previously pointed out 6 , radiation trapping effects in the pumped

plasma can generally be minimized or eliminated by making the transverse

dimensions of the plasma small. We have followed this approach in modeling

the pumped plasma--the radiation field is calculated in a planar plasma of

infinite area with thickness small enough to insure an optically thin regime

over a broad angular range of specific intensities. Our objectives-given an

optically thin lasing medium--are to determine a range of temperatures, den-

sities, and, for scheme 1, streaming velocities that will optimize gain and

to determine some of the tradeoffs involved. We have previously discussed

trapping effects in the pumped plasma in refs. 4 and 7.
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The pumped plasma is assumed to be bathed symmetrically in the pumping

radiation which is calculated (for Si) or measured (for Na). The penetration

of the pumping radiation into the pumped plasma is calculated in a straight-

forward manner. At the outer boundaries of the pumped plasma the inward

specific intensity along each ray at each frequency I is taken to be that

emitted from the pumping plasma which is also assumed to be planar. The

radiative transfer equation is then solved in the pumped plasma with this

particular boundary condition for I applied at each of the chosen rays at theV

outer boundaries of the pumped plasma. The calculation in the pumped plasma

then proceeds by iteration until steady state conditions are obtained. Since

fully coupled radiative transport and rate equations are solved in this model,

the steady state obtained is a self-consistent collisional radiative equilib-

rium. The quantity of primary interest here--the gain coefficient of the

lasing transition--is obtained as a linear function of the computed densities

of the upper and lower states. Finally, the temperature, density and (for Al)

velocity of the pumped plasma was varied in order to obtain the functional

dependence of the gain coefficient on these quantities. We make no attempt to

calculate the depletion of excited states by lasing, and thus are computing

only the linear amplifier behavior.

C. Treatment of the Pumping Plasma

Our principal objective is to determine the effect of varying condi-

tions in the pumped plasma on the achieved gain. Therefore, we selected only

one set of pumping conditions for each of the Si and Na plasmas. Since the

1s2-ls2plP Si XIII and 1s2-ls3p'P Al XII lines are off resonance by 0.015 A,

the profile of the 1s2-ls2p1 P line must be wide enough to produce significant

intensity at 0.015 A (i.e. 13 Doppler widths at 4O0eV) from line center. Thus,

for a stationary plasma the line must be opacity broadened2 . If the resonance

line is very thick at line center, the Lorentz wings will still exceed optical

depth unity many Doppler widths from line center, guaranteeing a wide profile.

Such conditions can be.obtained in a moderate energy Si plasma of 1.5 mm width,

temperature 4OOeV, and ion density 8X1O1cm-3 . Plasmas similar to this have

been realized in the laboratory". Most importantly, the CRE calculation for

this plasma indicates that, depending on position, 62 -2%c of the ions are in

the active (helium-like) stage. Furthermore, the optical depth of the pumping

resonance line 1s2 -ls2p'P is -50C, which produces a very wide profile, as
shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the calculated emission profile the
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.
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Fig. 1 - The line profile of the Si pumping line (B) calculated to arise from

the indicated plasma conditions is shown on the same wavelength scale as the

intinsic absorption profile of the pumped Al line (A). The left vertical scale

applies to the flux of the emitted Si line; the right vertical scale applies to the

absorption coefficient of the Al line.
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intrinsic absorption profile for the ls2-ls3p'P Al XII line is shown for

typical conditions in the aluminum plasma. In this case, the Si resonance

line is sufficiently broadened by opacity to overcome the resonance defect.

Therefore, under the reasonable assumption that these equilibrium Si plasma

conditions be achieved the Si/Al lasing scheme will be viable at least in

this sense that the resonance defect can be overcome.

To obtain a radiation source to pump Ne, we have analyzed the spectrum

of a laser-imploded neon filled glass microballoon obtained at RochesteriC.

One of the strongest lines appearing in this spectrum is that of the Na X

1s2-ls2plP line--which arose from sodium impurities in the glass. Since we

have been able to reproduce the observed spectrum with a first-principles

non-LTE calculation of the line and continuum intensities s, the theoretical

calculation which matches the observed spectrum also yields the absolute

intensities of the lines--(flux in ergs/cm2-sec-Hz) at the outer surface of

the pellet. Knowing the absolute intensities of the Ne lines, one may infer

the Na line intensity profile from its measured intensity relative to the Ne

lines. Its value at the central peak is 6.6X!OC ergs/tm 2-sec-Hz). It is this

intensity profile which we use as our pump source in the Na/Ne calculations

discussed in the next section.

The frequency profile is the one appearing in the published spectrum - C,

where experimental sources of broadening are relatively small. In any event

deconvoluting any experimental broadening would result in a sharper central

peak, which, since the lines are perfectly resonant, would give a better

pump source. In the next section it is shown that this experimentally

observed Na X ls2-ls2p P line intensity profile is sufficient to pump a

substantial inversion in the Ne X n = 2 and n = 3 levels. This finding is

significant in light of the fact that this radiation was merely a consequence

of sodium impurities in the glass, i.e. no effort was made to increase its

intensity in the experiment. We note that only the radiation of the Na

resonance line was used to pump Ne, whereas the pumping effects of all the

calculated Si radiation-pumping plus other lines plus continuum, were

included in the Al calculation.
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Ill. Results of Gain Calculations

A. Density Dppendence

A principal question related to the time varying conditions in

the pumped plasma is: at what density is gain maximized? As has been often

pointed out3 '4 'S'12 , there exists for each lasing scheme contemplated a

density above which no inversion is possible, due to the tendency of colli-

sional processes to bring the state densities into LTE. At much lower

densities one also expects that the gain coefficient will be reduced purely

because there are fewer lasing ions in a given linear distance. It is

evident that some density must exist at which the gain in steady state

will be a maximum. This behavior is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where the

results of detailed calculations for various pumped plasma densities are

presented for Si/Al and Na/Ne, respectively. In each case the gain for the

strongest of the 2-3 lines (the 2p-3d) is plotted against the pumped

plasma's density. For Ne, the assumption of statistical equilibrium for the

n = 5 singlet sublevels is enforced, whereas, for the Si/Al calculation,

results are presented with this assumption both enforced and relaxed. The

chosen temperatures approximately correspond to maximum values for gain,

this point is discussed further in the next section. Note that substantial

peak gains - of !c2 cm"1 or more - are obtained for both schemes. For the

Si/Al calculations, zero relative velocity between the two components was

assumed. The assumption of statistical equilibrium leads to an overestimate

of gain at low densities; however, for densities near the predicted peak

gain, around 4X:C2 0 cm-3 , the overestimate is very slight. This effect is

due to the increasing validity of the statistical equilibrium assumption at

higher densities as collisional processes dominate the populating of the

sublevels.

For Al, peak gain occurs at an ion (electron) density of 4X:Oc2

(-.2XnC 2!) cm3 , for Ne the corresponding figures are !C 2 C (.!X!O 2 ) cm 3 .

For hydrogenic lasing schemes, Bhagavatula3 'e has presented reduced variable

equations which demonstrate that the dependence of electron density at peak

gain on Z is Z7. We note with interest that the Z-dependence of electron

density at peak gain implied by the above numbers for our helium-like

schemes is fairly similar, Z6
3 .
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1

100

C-,

1 10 100

ION DEiSITY (1019cm-3)
Fig. 2 - Line center gain coefficient in the Al XII 2p1 P-3d 1 D line is plotted
vs. Al plasma ion density, with an assumed pumped plasma temperature of
100 eV. Dual results for the assumption of collisional equilibrium (solid line)
between the 3p-3d states and for a general, rate-by-rate treatment of these states
are displayed. Characteristics of the pumping Si plasma are discussed in the text.
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SODIUM-NEON SYSTEM:

6AIN vs DENSITY

io2  T= 65 eV

12

_ 101

LL

1 ,O

0.1
1018 1019  1020 1321

ION DESITY (cm-3 )

Fig. 3 - Line center gain coefficient in the Ne IX 2plP-3dlD line is plotted vs. Ne
plasma ion density, for an assumed pumped plasma temperature of 65 eV.
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B. Temperature Dependence

In Figs. 4 and 5 results for gain vs. temperature are plotted for

the Si/Al and Na/Ne systems for fixed ion densities of 5X2.CS cm
"3 and

102C cm"3 , respectively. The gain dependence on temperature is similar to

that on density in that a maximum is exhibited with a sharp falloff on one

side caused by the variation of the active ion species' populations with

temperature. Note however, that the temperature of maximum gain is much

lower than one would expect from coronal model calculations of the ionic

species abundances. Such calculations13 reveal that helium-like ion concentra-

tions peak at 20eV and 330eV for Ne and Al, respectively. The present

calculations predict corresponding peak gains at 50eV and 100eV. These

lower pumped plasma temperatures are necessitated by the radiative pumping

to the n = 4 and n = bound levels in the two schemes which greatly facil-

itates collisional ionization. Hence peak lasing ion abundance is forced

to much lower temperatures where fewer electrons are capable of ionization

from these bound states. At still lower temperatures a sharp gain and

abundance falloff occurs as the plasma assumes a more normal configuration

when the "extra' ionization becomes small. In these two lasing systems,

the strength of the pumping decisively affects the temperature at which the

pumped plasma must be prepared for maximum gain to occur. Such effects have

been noted elsewhere '7 in somewhat different contexts.

C. Velocity Dependence

For the Na/Ne system, the pumped and pumping lines are within

resonance to 1 part in 105, and thus there is no question as to the adequacy

of the wavelength coincidence. For Si/Al, however, the wavelength differ-

ence of C.C!5 i amounts to 13 Doppler widths at 400eV. For a photon travel-

ling at normal incidence to the pumped plasma, this resonance defect could

be made up if the two plasmas stream toward each other at 6.8X1O7 cmsec-.

But given the wide opacity broadened pumping line profile (Fig. 1) the

functional dependence of gain on plasma streaming velocity must be calcula-

ted ; this result is presented in Fig. 6. In these calculations, the

frequencies of the radiation incident on the pumped plasma were shifted

angle-by-angle to reflect the streaming velocities indicated. Even though

there is a substantial self-reversal at the center of the pumping line,

peak gain does indeed occur for the matched streaming velocity of 45Xic,'

c- 7
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SI-Al SYSTEM

G AIN vs TEMIPERA TURE

(Ni=5X10 19)

10

0~, 1
100 500 1000

Te (e V
Fig. 4 - Line center gain coefficient in the A] XII 2p1P-3d1D line is plotted

vs. A] plasma temperature for a fixed Al ion density of 5 x 1019 cm-3 .
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S0DIUM-NEii SYSTEM:

GAIN~ vs TEMPERATURE
t 20O c 3
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10
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1 .0
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T (e V
Fig. 53- Line center gain coefficient in the Ne IX 2pl P-3d ID line is plotted

vs. Ne plasma temperature for a fixed Ne ion density of 1020 crn 3 .
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Si-Al SYSTEM: GAIN vs RELATIVE VELOCITY

50 ION DENSITY--4x0 20

T(Al )T(Si )400eV

E 40

~30

2z0

10

ON RES0IiAiCE

-15-10-5 05

VELOCITY (10'7 crn,/sec)

Fig. 6 - Line center gain coefficient in the Al XII 2p1 P-3d1 D line is plotted
v's. velocity of approach of the Si and Al plasmas. The Al ion density is
4 X 1020 cmn 3 and its temperature (the same as that of the pumping Si plasma)
Lis assumed to be 400 eV.
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cm sec. This is due to the fact that most of the pumping radiation is not

normally incident on the pumped plasma and therefore a range of velocity

*shifts are sampled (due to the cos -_,effect) at any one physical streaming
7

velocity. At the perfectly matched streaming velocity of 6.8X10 , gain is

-3 times that of zero streaming velocity because the very highest pumping

line intensities just outside the self reversed core are sampled to the

t greatest degree. Having the two components, Si and Al, approach each other

is therefore helpful, but not essential to the scheme's basic viability.

IV. Further Remarks and Conclusions

We have determined through a series of detailed calculations the condi-

tions under which significant gain at x-ray wavelengths, employing the Na/Ne

and Si/Al plasmas for resonant photon pumping, should be attainable in the

laboratory. Substantial gain at 82 X and 44 Xfor Na/Ne and Si/Al, respective-

ly, is in principle achievable, as documented in Figs. 2-6. However, the task

of setting up the correct plasma conditions is not trivial for a number of

reasons. For optimum employment of both schemes, the temperature of the

pumped plasma should be maintained well below that of the pumping plasma to

avoid excessive ionization in the lasing medium. This could perhaps be

accomplished by keeping the two components as physically separate as possible

to reduce conductive temperature equilibration. Similarly, the pumping plasma

might be heated first, and then the pumped medium activated through use of a

delayed heating pulse or laser beam to assure that the pumped plasma passes

through the optimal temperature range while being exposed to the intense pump-

ing radiation. Also, in previously successful experiments 14, stepped targets

using metal plates as heat sinks have allowed experimenters to tune the plasma

*temperature downward at certain distances from the initial plasma formation

surface. Perhaps similar techniques could be employed for the present schemes.

Even though a lower pumped plasma temperature is essential for optimum steady

state gain, substantial gain is still achievable for equal pumped and pumping

plasma temperatures (Fig. 6).

In the case of the Na/Ne system, pumping radiation was generated in an

actual pellet implosion experiment at Rochester for which the ion density of
'l 38

the pellet has been diagnosed as 4.5X10 cm- , wh4-ch is more than an order of

magnitude greater than the neon ion density required for maximum gain. In short,
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a very dense sodium plasma is desirable to obtain high pumping power, but a

relatively tenuous neon medium is needed to prevent collisional processes

from neutralizing the pumped inversion. Therefore, a configuration which is

the reverse of a normal pellet suggests itself. One might compress a cylin-

drical glass rod (with a cylindrically focussed laser, perhaps) which has been

heavily doped with sodium impurities. This rod would initially be encased

in neon, which would form a more tenuous blowoff plasma. Or, alternatively

two physically separate Na and Ne plasmas could be created with intensities

and pulse widths tailored to produce optimum gain characteristics. This

would certainly allow different densities to be produced in the separate

components, and would minimize or eliminate conductive temperature equili-

bration. Since ionization of the pumped plasma by pumping radiation other

than the resonance line did not present any serious difficulties in the

Si/Al calculation, it would not be expected to present a problem in the

Na/Ne case. However, this cannot be stated urith complete confidence because,

as mentioned above, only the Na resonance line radiation is assumed incident

on the Ne in our calculations.
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Appendix D

DESCRIPTION OF WHYRAD CODE

I

This appendix is a brief documentation of the

main routine and subroutines employed in the program. It

* iis expected that a user closely interested in the code

will have access to a listing; this documentation should

facilitate understanding of the code architecture. Most

of the quantities employed in the input data, in subroutine

INITAL or main program WHYRAD, are described in comment

blocks immediately adjacent to their input location.

Figure 44 shows a general flow chart of the code..

Subroutine INITAL provides the initialization of

the dynamic variables whether it's a complete Job start

or restart. For a t = 0 start the radial distributions of

temperature, adiabatic exponent, number densit', magnetic

field, etc. are imputted; a t > 0 restart is accommodated

by a call to tape F1-. The number density initial condi-

tions may he specified by Gaus3ian distributions of n,

polynomial representations of ni, or general cell-by

cell readin of 2 (-n i lm I).

Subroutine READIN incorporates the atomic physics

data for inclusion into the ATPIIYS ionization chemistry-

radiation package. Only argon data for READIN are

presently available.
DP-I
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Subroutine ATPHYS feeds the ground plus first

excited state physics into the hydrodynamic cells at each

time step: within this routine estimates of ionizaticn

level, adiabatic exponent, and the magnitudes of various

radiation forms are made. The flag KRAD = 1 selects

this routine.

Subroutine VOLTG incorporates the voltage-time

profile into the model, linear interpolations between a

maximum of 30 normalized time points t/t pulse) are

employed as the representations.

Subroutine CURt; incorporates a current-time profile,

if desired instead of voltage, into the model. Linear

interpolations between a maximum of 30 normalized time

points are employed. The flag ICLIR = 0 chooses the voltage

input, ICUR 1 chooses the current input.

Program WHYRAD is the main routine in the code.

It accepts the namelist REAI)1 of many of the control

variables, per forms the main solution operations, specJIfica 1

the extenal circuit coupling and the calling of the I.1BF:C1

numerical integration algorithms, specifies the time step

loop, prints out the results and sets up, if desired, the

information to be stored on file for the next restart.

Subroutine RTPtIYS serves a similar function that

.-[IP YS does; it translates the ionization-radiation output

from the multicell real-time package or the TiIRRYS' curve-fit

package to con form as an input to MIl) R.\I. It the I LRR)Y>
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radiation package is employed then ionization number ard

total chemical potential used for the calculation of the

isentropic exponent) are also determined within RTPIYS.

In addition, a benchmark radiationless hydrodynamic option

II1YD > 0) may be called within this subroutine.

Subroutine TERRYS links together the curve fit

radiation package and writes out the total (line
3

plus continuum) radiation power at each cell (erg/sec cm,

as well as the cross sectional area integrated power

erg/sec cm) for the total amount, the line radiation < keV

photons (L-shell , > I keV (K-shell), and continuum.

Subroutine DUSTSR incorporates the curve fits of

the aluminum or argon MCELL optically thin radiation pack-

age, with polynomial dependence of volume emission rate

(erg/sec zm3 ) on electron temperature at n = 1019 cm -3 "

dependence at other densities is estimated by scaling

estimates of power law form.

Real function RADSSP computes the opacities from

the radiating cell out to the plasma boundary along the

photon path length; free-bound, K and L shell line and a

single average frequency free- free radiation modcs are

considered. I t IBCtIOC = I a more exact ten frequency IT

Bremsstrahlung representation is employed.

Subroutine FI.BAPR incorporotes the comnutation of

the ten frcquencv FF path length a longo tuo ra' .s emi tt ing
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from the cell of interest. Integration is carried throu'i,

the range of number densities, ionization levels and

temperatures along the path.

Real function RC$SIG evaluates the recombination

continuum absorption cross section needed for evaluation

of the bound-free optical thickness in RADSSP.

Real function PESFBC computes the probability of

escape for bound-free radiation, while real function

PESLKT computes the probability of escape for line

radiation.

Real function LBAR computes the path lengths for

line and bound-free radiation transport, with integration

carried through the range of number densities and

temperatures along the path.

Subroutine DTSET determines the integration time

step in terms of the collapse dynamics of the discharoe.

The minimum time step over the radial cells is evaluated

on the basis of the Courant-iredericks-Lewv sound speed

condition, the ratio of the thermal eneroy to the Joule

heating, the ratio of the thermal energy to the incal

radiativce transport, and the ratio of the thermal energy

to the previous tiC step illtelnal nergy change. Ihe

minimum of these results is taken and employed. The last

criterion, based on the internal energy change, is usua1lv
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* the most restrictive. The Alfven speed is also determined

here to establish minimum inertia and density in the outer

regions of the implosion.

Subroutine DRSET evaluates the dynamic rezonin_

cell widths based on the local cell ion number density.

IDR s 1 selects uniform incrementation, IDR > 2 imposes

the rezoning. The cell center radii and the annular

incremental volume are also calculated here.

Subroutine BSOLVE incorporates the tridiagonal

algorithm for the solution of the self-induced magnetic

field as a function of the external circuit-imposed

boundary condition and the assumed resistivity function.

Subroutine TRANS specifies the transport.coefficients

of thermal conductivity, electron-ion temperature relaxa-

tion, thermoelectric effect and, in particular, the anomalous

resistivity. The choice of classical resistivity, core-

corona anomalous resistivity, or one based on the ion

sound speed is made with flat, ITURB (0, 1, 2, respectivelv

Subroutine 'IIFF involves the tridiaoonal algorithm"

for the fully implicit solution of the energy equatien

thermal diffusion source term. This calculates the final

temperature value within a time step to represent the

complete electron temperature and total internal energy

conservation equations.
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Subroutine EQUIL evaluates the effects of enerov

equilibration between the electrons and ions. Also, for

comparative purposes, black body heat flux is evaluated here.

Subroutine ECHEK contains the evaluation of the

local energy balance between input electrical energy,

hvdrodynamic internal energy, and radiated energy.

Subroutine ROSSL contains a double linear interpola-

tion (density and electron temperaturei , oivinc the Rosseland

coefficients for the black body radiation calculation.

The ETBFCT routines (ETBFCT, VELOCE, NGRIDE,

SOURCD, OGRIDE, CONSREj are exactly as found in Ref. 3

except some of the comment statements were not punched.

The MCELL multicell routines specifically called

in WHYRAD-MCRAT, UTILIT, and PRRAD connect the hydro

package to the full multicell chemistry plus radiation

transport package. The calling of these routines has to

be specified in .1SL statements.

The NRLLIB qualitative plotting code is employed

through the calling of ASXASY and IPLOT.

The input cards are first a .AMELIST group for

a WHYRAD input, then another group of standard input for

IN ITAL. Then for the TERRYS package choice, employed

in the example calculations of Section Vi the Bremsstrahlung

radiation frequency table is read in, in INl IAL, for use

in subroutine RTPHYS. Initial conditions over the radial

D-6



* distributions come nexNt tread in IN ITALI starting from

RkDN(I I through BO I) { magnetic field'. For a restart,

quantities from EAS, EADD, .. (tatement 303) through

to READ (M,103) (BO(I, l=I,NR , statement 161, are input

from the storage file. Finally, the voltage distribution

is input through VOLTG.
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A\ppendix E

LI SI OF SYMBOLS

h Coefficient in oricallv thin repres-entation

P :imuthal mac-not ic field,

B ~Gauss ian dens ity distribution coeffi-.c ient

c Speed of lighjt

C1  Ion sound speed

C Sound speed

P Source function term

C ~Electron char(ee

F.Plasia inernal ener gy

LI lotal chemical potentijal enerl'v

n Planck' S constant

lotal axial current

]onl1:at ion potent~al

AXial Current

k BoltmnnYs constant

Ihlernial conductivity

Kadiiat in path length

I1.1 ct rode spacingdscag length

f'ircu it inductance

flj~ 1p r! I ri Ss



i'.'xeI in rQ:oning al, 1rithm

I Pincih mass

n \umhc r den sity

Co , jent in opt ical lv thin renresentat ion

Cimputat i nal cell number

p Pr Cs s su11r

P P,,'bab i ity of escape funct ion

Rad iat i xe poweer

e he rIiaI f Il ux

,i lea t i 1 tecrm11

SRad i a i coordinate

Return circui t radius

tK tGas constant

R Pinch radius

Rv Rvdbec i

t [ i 1c

TI e'Ipe rat ure

[I_ Axial current velocity d rI ft speed

k Rad i a 1 v e Ioc it N.

V lr ik iTIO Voltae

VI, Plasma vo l t ae

AN i a I coo rd i nate

Ci rcui t impedance

I on i :a t ion numbe r
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I he 0 ma I I' lux coo f i c ic n-,

ts,-fntropic exponent

Ax il electric fiold

LEmission coefficient

AbTsorption coefficient

Coulomb logarithml

Radiation frequency

z D~ensity

Cross section

Relaxation time

Optical depths

General i:ed dens ity C unc tion

Cxyclotron f requency

P1 asima f-reqUenC v

Subscript s

BF Bound--free rad ia t i on

e ElAec tron

F 1 1 Free- f ree0 B r 01s st rahl Luil I ad i a t ion1

I Ion

Radiative frequency integer

K K- she Il

long1 path

1.I - h 3
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R .At outer pinch radius

S Short path

At pinch centerline

an Anomalous transport coefficient

Classical microscopic transport coefficient

0! Optically Thin

F - 4

E-4



.\ppendix I

PROMINEN' FORTRAN VAR IAB1.S

FORTRA.N SYMBOL VARIABLE

AJ I i

AXE t I n e

ANI ( I n I

BN I B field (newt

BO( II B field (old)

DR I dr

E DOTJ (I

EFIELD I

ENEW) I E

ETA ( I r

FLPLAS I.

FVOL( I cell volume

GAMMA ( I *

PNEK( I p

PRAI(J) 1.RAD

RADN( I cell center r

RBi I cell boundary radius

RCI I cell center r

RNEW( I)

RVOLDI I v

F - 1

I I I m •



FORI'.\N SMFO1 \.\R I.\BI.L

[' I p \

PtV I I icl

Ti, I Te

T I Ii T
VLL I

\i-L( V

VG; inpI)ut vo t C

- I1 -I




